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1001

+VAT Red pygmy in pot

1039

2 pelargoniums

1002

Tray of ivy leaf geraniums

1040

1003

Tray of ivy leaf geraniums

Silver heuchera with green spice heuchera and
sweet tea heuchera

1004

Tray of ivy leaf geraniums

1041

3 electra heuchera

1005

Tray of ivy leaf geraniums

1042

2 potted electra heuchera

1006

Tray of mixed geraniums

1043

Royal velours salvia

1007

Tray of mixed geraniums

1044

Royal velours salvia

1008

Tray of mixed geraniums

1045

+VAT Acer

1009

Tray of mixed geraniums

1046

+VAT Potted atropurpureum acer (palmatum)

1010

Tray of fuchsias

1047

+VAT Potted atropurpureum acer (palmatum)

1011

Tray of organdy begonias

1048

+VAT Potted phoenix acer

1012

Tray of organdy begonias

1049

+VAT Potted phoenix acer (palmatum)

1013

+VAT Large potted pink hydrangea

1050

8 tomato plants

1014

+VAT Potted African breeze purple colour maker

1051

+VAT Box ball

1015

+VAT Potted African breeze purple colour maker

1052

+VAT Box ball

1016

+VAT Potted African breeze purple colour maker

1053

+VAT Rostrata

1017

+VAT Potted African breeze purple colour maker

1054

Bowel pomegranate

1018

+VAT Potted garden gerbera garvinea

1055

Bowel pomegranate

1019

+VAT Potted garden gerbera garvinea

1056

Bowel pomegranate

1020

+VAT Potted garden gerbera garvinea

1057

Bowel pomegranate

1021

+VAT Potted garden gerbera garvinea

1058

Bowel grapevine

1022

+VAT Potted garden gerbera garvinea

1059

Bowel grapevine

1023

+VAT Potted garden gerbera garvinea

1060

Bowel grapevine

1024

+VAT Potted garden gerbera garvinea

1061

Bowel grapevine

1025

+VAT Potted garden gerbera garvinea

1062

Bowel fig tree

1026

Patio pot containing begonias

1063

Bowel fig tree

1027

+VAT Potted pink paeonia

1064

Bowel fig tree

1028

+VAT Potted pink paeonia

1065

Bowel fig tree

1029

+VAT Potted pink paeonia

1066

Higuera fig tree

1030

+VAT Potted pink paeonia

1067

+VAT Higuera fig tree

1031

+VAT Potted pink paeonia

1068

4 x small trays of montana avalanche

1032

+VAT Potted pink paeonia

1069

+VAT Standard buxus ball

1033

+VAT Standard twisted stem salix

1070

+VAT Standard buxus ball

1034

+VAT Standard twisted stem salix

1071

+VAT 2 potted lavenders

1035

+VAT Standard twisted stem salix

1072

+VAT 2 potted lavenders

1036

+VAT Standard twisted stem salix

1073

Large olive tree

1037

+VAT Standard twisted stem salix

1074

Large olive tree

1038

2 pelargoniums

1075

2 trays of sunny bees dianthus
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1076

2 trays of sunny bees dianthus

1113

Fuchsia patio tub

1077

2 trays of mixed pelargoniums

1114

Fuchsia patio tub

1078

2 trays of mixed pelargoniums

1115

+VAT Large cordyline

1079

2 hanging baskets of mixed plants

1116

+VAT Potted cordyline

1080

2 hanging baskets of mixed plants

1117

+VAT Potted cordyline

1081

2 petunia hanging baskets

1118

+VAT Potted cordyline

1082

2 petunia hanging baskets

1119

+VAT Potted cordyline

1083

2 trailing fuchsia hanging baskets

1120

Blue for you floribunda rose

1084

2 trailing fuchsia hanging baskets

1121

Absolutely fabulous rose

1085

2 fuchsia wind chime hanging baskets

1122

Red cordyline in terracotta pot

1086

2 fuchsia wind chime hanging baskets

1123

Comtesse de bouchaud clematis

1087

Large tray of double petunias

1124

Westerplatte clematis

1088

Large tray of double petunias

1125

Jasminum humile

1089

Large tray of double petunias

1126

Blue angel clematis

1090

Large tray of double petunias

1127

Pillu clematis

1091

5 potted gaura gambit rose

1128

Salix tree

1092

5 potted gaura gambit rose

1129

Royal pink rosa

1093

5 potted gaura gambit rose

1132

1094

5 potted gaura gambit rose

Pre-planted hanging basket containing petunias
and various mixed trailing plants

1095

Large tray of express petunias

1133

Pre-planted hanging basket containing petunias,
begonias, etc.

1096

Large tray of express petunias

1134

1097

Large tray of express petunias

Pre-planted hanging basket containing petunias
and trailing plants

1098

Large tray of express petunias

1135

Pre-planted hanging basket containing petunias
and trailing plants

1099

4 small trays of quantum geraniums

1136

1100

4 small trays of horizon geraniums

Pre-planted hanging basket containing petunias
and trailing plants

1101

2 trays of Kong premium shade coleus

1137

1102

2 trays of Kong premium shade coleus

Pre-planted hanging basket containing petunias
and trailing plants

1138

1103

4 small trays of crystal palace lobelia

Pre-planted hanging basket containing petunias
and trailing plants

1104

4 small trays of runner beans

1139

Large tray of campanula

1105

4 small trays of cuba nicotiana

1140

2 trays of sunnybees dianthus

1106

4 small trays of Alaska nasturtium

1141

3 wicker baskets of mixed plants

1107

4 small trays of mixed diablo dahlias

1142

3 orchids

1108

4 small trays of French flamenco marigolds

1143

3 orchids

1109

4 small trays of fireball French marigolds

1144

Climbing claret rose

1110

3 wicker pots containing mixed plants

1145

Climbing rose

1111

2 square plastic garden pots containing mixed
plants

1146

Wooden patio pot of mixed plants

1147

Potted delphinium

1112

Fuchsia patio tub

1148

2 climbing lathyrus
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1149

2 climbing lathyrus

1186

Bill crane blue geranium

1150

2 climbing lathyrus

1187

Bill crane blue geranium

1151

2 trays of hardy fuchsias

1188

Potted amethyst lips salvia

1152

2 fuchsia hanging baskets

1189

Potted cherry lips salvia

1153

Japanese jewel acer

1190

Potted sendrir leech salvia

1154

Japanese jewel acer

1191

Potted Oriental dove purple salvia

1155

Japanese jewel acer

1192

Potted Javier lilac salvia

1156

Japanese jewel acer

1193

Greeggil lara pink salva

1157

Potted rose

1194

Peach cobbler salvia

1158

Potted rose

1195

Cool violet salvia

1159

Potted rose

1196

Nuchi salvia

1160

Potted rose

1197

Jamensis senorita leech salvia

1161

Potted rose

1198

Neon pink salvia

1162

Potted rose

1199

Nachtuluvder purple salvia

1163

Hydrangea

1200

Lamancha cream salvia

1164

Hydrangea

1201

Nuchi peach salvia

1165

Potted lilium

1202

Nuchi peach salvia

1166

Tray of tumbling Tom red tomato plants

1203

Laxton apple tree

1167

4 small trays of hot pepper plants

1204

Laxton apple tree

1168

3 small trays of bean plants

1205

2 trays of non stop begonias

1169

Large tray of mocca scarlet begonias

1206

2 trays of non stop begonias

1170

Large tray of mocca scarlet begonias

1207

2 trays of non stop begonias

1171

2 conical shaped rattan hanging baskets of
mixed plants

1208

2 trays of non stop begonias

1209

2 trays of assorted fuchsias

1172

2 potted orange pixie liliums

1210

2 trays of assorted fuchsias

1173

2 potted orange pixie liliums

1211

2 trays of assorted fuchsias

1174

2 potted lupins

1212

2 trays of assorted fuchsias

1175

4 small trays of organdy begonias

1213

2 trays of assorted fuchsias

1176

Potted orange phlox

1214

2 trays of assorted fuchsias

1177

Potted orange phlox

1215

2 trays of pot dahlias

1178

Potted purple amistad

1216

2 trays of pot dahlias

1179

Potted mixed hollyhock

1217

2 trays of hardy fuchsias

1180

Potted mixed hollyhock

1218

2 trays of hardy fuchsias

1181

Potted mixed hollyhock

1219

Large tray of express petunias

1182

Potted mixed hollyhock

1220

Large tray of express petunias

1183

Bill crane blue geranium

1221

Large tray of express petunias

1184

Bill crane blue geranium

1222

Large tray of express petunias

1185

Bill crane blue geranium

1223

4 small trays of sapphire lobelia
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1224

4 small trays of vanguard salvias

2003

+VAT Trust spill resistant keyboard, TP-Link
AV600 WiFi extender, Trust mouse, headset
and laptop case

1225

4 small trays of silver dust cineraria

1226

4 small trays of beacon impatience

2004

+VAT Bag containing games, watch repair kits,
cabling, tablet cases, toner, etc

1227

4 small trays of beacon impatience

1228

4 small trays of yellow French marigolds

2005

1229

4 small trays of orange and yellow French
marigolds

+VAT Bag containing binoculars, tablet cases,
3D printer filament, etc

2006

1230

4 small trays of regatta lobelia

+VAT Bag containing Aukey VR headset,
cabling, BT router, tablet cases, etc

2007

1231

4 small trays of gazanias

+VAT Bag containing mobile phone cases and
covers

1232

3 small trays of tornado leeks

2008

1233

Tray of red gauntlet strawberry plants

+VAT Bag containing mobile phone accessories;
leads, cables, stands, chargers, etc

1234

Tray of red gauntlet strawberry plants

2009

+VAT Selection of portable power banks

1235

2 mixed hollyhocks

2010

+VAT Selection of portable power banks

1236

2 mixed hollyhocks

2011

+VAT Selection of portable power banks

1237

2 potted bronze leaf star ship lobelia

2012

+VAT Bag containing cables, leads and PSUs

1238

2 potted bronze leaf star ship lobelia

2013

1239

2 potted magic fountain mixed delphiniums

+VAT Bag containing electrical related
devices/accessories; routers, adapters, fans,
webcams, etc

1240

2 potted magic fountain mixed delphiniums

2014

+VAT Bag containing loose costume and dress
jewellery

1241

2 potted penstemon

2015

1242

2 potted penstemon

+VAT Bag containing keyboards, CD- Drive,
joystick, CD drive, gaming console

1243

2 potted penstemon

2016

1244

2 potted penstemon

+VAT Bag containing power inverter, power
supplies units, card reader unit, control module,
etc

1245

Orange tree

2017

1246

Orange tree

+VAT Bag containing BT BT3110 cordless
handset, headset, solar panel, Humax Freeview
player, SilverCrest alarm clock, etc

1247

Orange tree

2018

1248

Orange tree

1249

Orange tree

+VAT Bag containing 2x TP-Link AC1200
routers, TP-Link 5-Port Gigabit desktop
switches, BT 4G Assure dongle and other
routers

1250

Lemon tree

2019

1251

Lemon tree

+VAT 5x Plusnet Hub Two's and other Plusnet
routers

1252

Lemon tree

2020

+VAT 4x BT Smart Hub 2's, 2x BT WiFi Disc's
and one other BT router

1253

Lemon tree

2021

+VAT Various routers for BT, EE, TalkTalk

1254

Lemon tree

2022

1255

Potted palm tree

1256

Potted palm tree

+VAT 2x Sky TV boxes, Sky Q Hubs, Sky
Booster and 2x Q-View mounts for Sky-Q 2TB
models

2001

+VAT Bag containing Sky TV box and routers,
tablet cases, watch repair kit, remotes, cabling,
etc

2023

+VAT Box containing LP and 45 records to
include Foo Fighters, Harry Styles, Abba, Kanye
West and others

2002

+VAT Bag containing smoking related
accessories; rolling papers, trays, herb grinders,
filters, etc

2024

+VAT Bag containing batteries in various sizes

2025

+VAT Bag containing DVD and Blu-Ray
films/boxsets
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2026

+VAT Box containing LP and 45 records to
include Louis Tomlinson, The Beach Boys,
Skam and others

2048

+VAT Asus Chromebook model C424M comes
with Intel Celeron processor and foreign power
supply

2027

+VAT Bag containing quantity of loose costume
and dress jewellery

2049

2028

+VAT Quantity of sunglasses, reading glasses
and Bolle safety glasses

+VAT HP Probook 440G5, Intel i5 8th
generation laptop, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage,
running Windows 10, includes power supply

2050

+VAT Asus Chromebook model C423N with
Intel processor, comes with power supply

2051

+VAT HP Elitebook 840G5, Intel i5 8th
generation laptop, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage,
running Windows 10

2052

+VAT HP Pavilion X360 laptop, core i5 11th
generation processor, 8GB RAM, 512GB
storage, running Windows 11, includes power
supply and box

2053

+VAT Dell OptiPlex 3080 Intel i5 10th generation
desktop computer, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage,
running Windows 10, comes with part power
supply

2054

+VAT Razer Kraken gaming headset in box

2055

+VAT Sony PS4 500GB console with camo
patterned controller and a copy of Ghosts of
Tsushima game

2056

+VAT Sony PlayStation 4 console with two
controllers and two games to include Fifa 19

2029

2030

+VAT Bag containing earphones, headphones
and various headsets from JBL, Plantronics and
Sennheiser
+VAT Various digital and film cameras, spy
camera pen and mixed camera accessories

2031

+VAT Bag containing mobile phone cases,
covers and accessories; cables, adapters,
chargers, earphones, etc

2032

+VAT Selection of various portable power banks

2033

+VAT Bag containing cables, leads and PSUs

2034

+VAT Bag containing various unboxed routers
from DirectSave, BT, EE, etc

2035

+VAT Mixed lot containing LED dice, adapters,
screens, webcam, remotes, etc

2036

+VAT Bang and Olufsen Play A2 bluetooth
speaker with box and power supply

2037

+VAT Kindle E Reader with soft case cover

2038

+VAT Huawei P Smart 2019 edition, has a
cracked screen

2057

+VAT Aftershokz Air bone conduction headsets
with box

2039

+VAT Unbranded Android mobile phone,
cracked screen

2058

+VAT Aftershokz Air bone conduction headsets
with box

2040

+VAT Samsung Galaxy J6+ mobile phone with
cracked screen

2059

+VAT Aftershokz Air bone conduction headsets
with box

2041

+VAT Acer 7" tablet, 16GB storage with box

2060

+VAT JLab wireless noise cancelling earphones
with box

2042

Apple iPhone 6 with charging cable

2061

2043

+VAT Galaxy A32 5G mobile phone with box

+VAT LG tone free wireless earbuds with
charging case and box

2044

+VAT Asus K513E laptop with OLED screen,
Core i5 11th generation processor, 8GB RAM,
512GB storage, running Windows 10, comes
with power supply

2062

+VAT LG tone free wireless earbuds with
charging case and box

2063

+VAT Beats Studio buds wireless earbuds with
charging case and box

+VAT Dell Latitude 5400 laptop, Intel i5 8th
generation processor, 16GB RAM, 256GB
storage, running Windows 10, includes power
supply

2064

+VAT Philips 6000 Series sports headphones
with box

2065

+VAT Mophie wireless 3in1 charging pad plus
one other, unboxed

2066

+VAT Two Pocket Juice portable powerbanks
together with in car phone mount and accessory
kits (incomplete)

2067

+VAT MSI DS502 gaming headset together with
keyboard and mouse combo set

2045

2046

+VAT Apple MacBook Pro 2012 Edition A1398,
Intel i7 processor, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage,
running MacOS Catalina

2047

+VAT Apple MacBook Air 13" display, 2017
model A1466, i5 processor, 8GB RAM, 128GB
storage, running macOS Sierra
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2068

+VAT HP Elitebook 840G6 laptop, Intel i5 8th
generation processor, 8GB RAM, 256GB
storage, running Windows 10

2069

+VAT HP Elitebook 840G6 laptop, Intel i5 8th
generation processor, 8GB RAM, 256GB
storage running Windows 10

2085

+VAT (R21 and B11) 43" Panasonic TV model
TX-43HX580B

2086

+VAT (R19 and B9) 50" Sony 4K TV model KD50X89J

2087

+VAT (R35) LG 43'' TV model 43UP81006LR
with remote and box B15 (TV has scratch to the
left hand side of screen)

2070

+VAT Gents Chronograph rotary wrist watch
with leather strap

2088

+VAT Intey Astronomical telescope in box

2071

+VAT Apple iPad 9th generation Wi-Fi only in
silver model: A2602, 64gb unit in sealed box

2089

Telefunken reel to reel tape player/recorder

2072

+VAT Lenovo tab M10HD tablet, no accessories

2090

Prinz Magnon LV cine projector

2073

+VAT Lenovo Duet Chromebook tablet with
keyboard, cover and box

2091

Heurtier film projector

2092

Kershaw slide projector model 250

2074

+VAT Razer laptop core i7 10th generation
processor, 16gb RAM, 512gb storage, RTX2070
super GPU, running Windows 11. Comes with
power supply. Laptop has small issue along very
bottom of the screen (Lines)

2093

Photosight by Camera System with trigger and
shoulder mount

2094

Two Canon cameras to include an EOS 850 and
an EOS 1000F

+VAT HP touch screen laptop with a core i5 11th
generation processor, 8gb RAM, 512gb storage,
running Windows 11. Comes with power supply
and box. Some keys missing

2095

Selection of Justin Timberlake Man of the
Woods CD albums, sealed

2096

Rolex 8mm cinecam with carry case

2097

Velbon tripod

2098

Bentley Zoom 8 camera with carry case

2099

Nintendo DS games

2100

XBox One X console with box

2101

Sony PlayStation 4 console, for spares and
repairs

2102

Sony PlayStation 4 console, for spares and
repairs

2103

Sinclair ZX Spectrum Plus unit with an Ingersoll
tape recorder and other Sinclair software to
include various games

2104

XBox One S console, sold for spares and
repairs

2105

XBox One console with two controllers

2106

Sega Megadrive 1st generation console, boxed.
Comes with two controllers

2107

Sony PlayStation 1 first generation console with
Amazon Echo speaker

2108

+VAT Logitech G920 driving force wheel for
XBox One

2109

Dedakj portable oxygen concentrator

2075

2076

+VAT Acer Chromebook CB315 with charger

2077

+VAT HP 24'' all in one desktop computer with
core i5 8th gen cpu, 8gb ram, 1tb storage
running Windows 10, includes wired keyboard
and mouse

2078

+VAT Asus TUF gaming 27" curved screen
monitor with box

2079

+VAT Asus R.O.G Strix gaming laptop model
G513Q, AMD Ryzen 7 processor, 16GB RAM,
512GB storage, RTX3060 laptop running
Windows 10, includes power supply and box.
Missing various keys, six in total

2080

2081

2082

+VAT Acer Aspire 5 laptop core i3 11th
generation processor, 8gb RAM, 256gb storage,
running Windows 11. Comes with power supply
and box
+VAT LG Gram 14" display laptop with Intel core
i7 11th generation processor, 16gb RAM, 512gb
SSD, running Windows 10. Comes with power
supply, box and stylus pen
+VAT Acer Nitro 5 15'' gaming laptop with AMD
Ryzen 5 cpu, 8gb ram, 512gb storage, RTX
3060 gpu, psu and box

2083

+VAT (R20 and B10) 43" LG TV model
43UP81006LR

2110

Tray containing a selection of comic books to
include Marvel

2084

+VAT (R13 and B6) Samsung 43" TV 4k model
UB43AU9010K

2111

Two metal detecting units to include a Tesoro
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2112

2139

+VAT HP laserjet Pro MFP M28W printer in box

2140

Dell Windows Vista tower PC with Dell monitor

2141

Shelf of reference books incl. Routledge, Oxford
and D.K.

3 Dell notebook laptops, no power supplies incl.
Inspiron Mini 1012

2142

2114

Shelf of novels, autobiographies and reference
books

2 laptops for spares and repairs incl. Dell XPS
Core i7 P11F, no power supplies

2143

+VAT Hanns-G 19" LCD display monitor

2115

Mixed books incl. childrens books and 9.8 CGC
Eternals #1

2144

Quantity of IT sundries incl. cables, docks and 2
GPUs

2116

Shelf of reference books

2145

+VAT Asus laptop for parts only

2117

Selection of books incl. novels, etc.

2146

2118

Quantity of childrens books and quantity of
Jojo's Bizarre Adventure books

2035 Star Leaf Touch telepresence device with
Star Leaf 330 group telepresence device

2147

+VAT 2 Samsung 27" monitors, to include 1
without stand and no PSU

Gigabyte PC tower case, missing components
incl. core i5 2nd generation processor

2148

Apple iMac 20" with 240GBSSD, 4GB RAM with
keyboard and mouse

2149

Pair of Beats Solo 2 headphones in red, boxed

2150

Beats Solo 2 headphones in pink

2151

Beats Solo 2 headphones in white

2152

Razer Kraken gaming headset, boxed (damaged
volume controller)

2113

2119

Song PlayStation 2 console with various games
to include some PS1 games such as
Pandemonium, Die Hard trilogy and Destruction
Derby 2

2120

Iiyama 24" LCD monitor

2121

+VAT Bag containing various SSDs

2122

+VAT Bag containing various SSDs

2123

Quantity of comics and manga incl. Totoro plush

2124

Quantity of Harry Potter books

2125

Various anime Mangamania magazines and
other manga

2153

Pair of MSI DS502 headphones with damaged
cable

2126

Quantity of Star Trek collectors edition binders
with contents, various DVDs and Star Trek
novels incl. copy of Leonard Nimoy's, 'I am
Spock' (personally signed and verified)

2154

+VAT Lenovo smart display Google Assistant
device with box

2155

Vivitar 16MP bridge camera, white

2127

+VAT HP colour laserjet printer, MFP179NW,
boxed

2156

+VAT Dahua IP camera

2157

2128

+VAT HP Office Jet Pro 9019E printer

+VAT Pair of Apple AirPods 1st generation with
charging case in box

2129

+VAT HP colour laserjet Pro MFP printer in box

2158

2130

+VAT Colour laserjet MFP 179 FNW printer in
box

TP-Link Deco smart wifi home mesh system in
box

2159

2131

+VAT HP Envy photo 6243 printer

Box containing various tablets for spares and
repairs (mostly Android tablets)

2132

+VAT Canon Pixma MX395 printer

2160

Box of Apple tablets and mobiles for spares and
repairs

2133

+VAT HP Envy photo 7830 printer

2161

2134

2 PC power supplies with various loose PC
power supply cables

2 boxed sets of Freestyle Libre glucose monitor
kits in boxes

2162

Box containing vintage mobiles incl. Nokia,
Motorola, etc.

2163

+VAT Tank Girl magazines and comics incl.
letter published by Lucky Chap Entertainment by
Michaela Coel, baring the signature of Margot
Robbie (unverified)

2164

+VAT Lenovo Duet Chromebook, boxed

2165

+VAT R45,R46 50" TCL 4K TV, 50P720K incl.
box (B23)

2135

Quantity of smart cam Samsung accessories

2136

iPad and Microsoft Surface screen and parts
incl. iPad batteries

2137

Quantity of Micro USB cables in black and white
blister packs

2138

Raritan network switch with 2 port console,
MCD-126
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2166

+VAT (R23 & B13) 55" LG 4K TV model
55UP81009LR, no stand

2194

Apple iPad Mini A1432 (possibly locked to
iCloud account)

2167

+VAT 55" Sony TV Model number KD55XH8196 include remote control - no stand

2195

Acer LED mini projector, no power adaptor

2201

2168

+VAT (R47) Hisense 55'' TV model
55A7100FTUK (no stand)

+VAT Lenovo ThinkPad E550 laptop with Intel i3
-5005U, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD, Windows 10,
mouse, PSU and laptop backpack

2169

+VAT R47 50" Hisense TV, 50A7GQTUK (B24)

2202

2170

Toshiba 32" TV with DVD player built in,
32D1533DB, no stand or remote

+VAT Samsung Galaxy Tab-A SM-T510 32GB
tablet

2203

+VAT Sony PS4 Pro 1TB console (unit only)

2204

+VAT Amazon Fire TV Stick 4K

2205

+VAT Sony PS4 console unit, 2 controllers and
4 games

2171

LG43" TV, 43UN71006LB incl. remote and box,
no stand

2172

Sony 32" TV 32WE613 incl. power supply

2173

Toshiba LCD TV 40" 40BB702B with remote

2206

2174

+VAT (R10 and B3) 32" Toshiba TV model
32LL3C63DB

+VAT Xbox 360 4GB console with box and
accessories

2207

2175

+VAT R39 32" Toshiba TV 32WK3C63DB (B19)

+VAT Fierce PC ASUS Build tower with Intel i510400F, 16GB RAM, 500GB SSD, NVidia
RTX3060-12GB, Windows 10 and cabling

2176

+VAT R40 32" Toshiba TV 32LL3C63DB with
line on screen (B20)

2208

+VAT JCD-201M Desk Top Microphone

2177

+VAT R41 32" Sharp TV LC-32D13221KW, LCD
damage - lines on screen (B21)

2209

+VAT OX4 guitar pickup and Danelectro
Pepperoni Phaser pedal

2178

R42 Avtex 27'' digital TV with remote (no stand
or power supply)

2210

+VAT Cross Mercedes ballpoint pen and Parker
pen

2179

+VAT (R14&15 and B7) 43" TCL TV model
43C720K, no stand

2211

+VAT HP DeskJet 3760 wireless printer

2212

+VAT Klim Ultimate laptop cooling stand

2180

+VAT R43,R44 43" TCL 4K TV 43C720K (B22)

2213

+VAT Portable vocal booth

2181

+VAT R34 TCL 43" TV 43C720K with damaged
screen

2214

+VAT NV001 digital night vision binoculars

2182

+VAT HP 27" monitor M27F with box

2215

+VAT Tapo Home Security WiFi Camera

2183

+VAT HP X27QC curved screen gaming monitor
in box

2216

+VAT Hey Smart Power Strip

2217

+VAT Hey Smart Power Strip

2184

+VAT Sony MHCV72D speaker

2218

+VAT 400X70 terrestrial astronomical telescope

2185

Mirror edged beach feature with box

2219

2186

Clint Eastwood Sudden Impact Spanish poster
with film cell cut outs (framed and glazed)

+VAT Mitre Impel football bearing various
signatures

2220

+VAT Yamaha MusicCast network speaker in
black with power cable

+VAT Vintage Swaine Hunting Whip/Riding
Crop with antler handle

2221

+VAT HP 207a toner cartridge

2222

+VAT Benq ZA12-B gaming mouse

2223

+VAT SanDisk 1TB Portable SSD

2224

+VAT Samsung Galaxy Buds Pro

2225

+VAT JBL Free II wireless earphones

2226

+VAT *Sealed* JayBird Vista 2 wireless
earphones

2227

+VAT Airpods Pro and Airpods 1st Gen

2228

+VAT Beats Studio Buds wireless earphones

2187
2188

Apple Macbook Pro A2159 for spares and
repairs (cracks to screen)

2189

Ted Baker sunglasses MAE1606, no case

2190

Samsung S3 mini in box

2191

Samsung S3 mini in box

2192

Samsung Galaxy Young mobile phone in box

2193

Apple iPad Mini A1489 (possibly locked to
iCloud account)
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2229

+VAT 9ct ring with gems and small 9ct loop
earrings

2230

+VAT Selection of white and gold tone jewellery

2231

2232

2256

+VAT Amazon Echo 3rd Gen R9P2A5

2257

+VAT Logitech Ultimate Ears MegaBoom S00147 wireless speaker

+VAT Selection of sterling silver items; vesta
case, little bo peep theme locket, rabbit theme
pin cushion and perfume funnel

2258

+VAT Fitbit Sense health watch

2259

+VAT Fitbit Inspire 2 fitness tracker

+VAT Selection of brand jewellery from
Pandora, Monica Vinader and Vivienne
Westwood

2260

+VAT Magload Nexus Pro 12

2261

+VAT Nikon D5600 DLSR camera with 4x
lenses; Nikkor 55-300mm DX, 55-200mm DX
VR, 18-55mm DX VR, 18-55mm DX, plus
Sunpak flash, timer remote, charger, microSD
card adapter and camera backpack

2262

+VAT Olympus OM-D E-M5 mirrorless digital
camera

2263

+VAT PALM gimbal camera

2264

+VAT Kodak Printomatic instant camera

2265

+VAT Fujifilm Finepix HS10 digital camera

2266

+VAT Zomei M8 camera tripod

2267

+VAT HP 15-DW1023NA laptop with Intel
Celeron N4020, 4GB RAM, 1TB Storage,
Windows 10

2233

+VAT Versus Versace Echo Park VSP1P0221
gents wristwatch with box

2234

+VAT Assorted ladies and gents wristwatches /
smartwatches

2235

+VAT Hitachi CP-AX2504 LCD Projector

2236

+VAT Apple Magic Keyboard A1843 Space
Gray

2237

+VAT Yale Front Door WiFi Camera SV-DAFXB

2238

+VAT Yale Access Module + Yale Connect WiFi
Bridge

2239

+VAT Reolink Argus PT 4MP camera

2240

+VAT Elgato HD60 S

2268

+VAT Powerbeats Pro wireless earphones

2241

+VAT SkyLoong mechanical gaming keyboard

2269

+VAT B&O portable wireless speaker

2242

+VAT Cooler Master CK530 V2 RGB
mechanical gaming keyboard

2270

Next Book tablet with charging cable

2243

+VAT Cadeve 9122 keyboard and mouse set

2271

Apple AirPods 1st generation with charging case
and box and loose pair of AirPods, no case

2244

+VAT Sennheiser HD 206 and Turtle Beach
Recon 200 headset

2272

Wireless earbuds with charging case and box

2245

+VAT 3x XD Colleciton Elite foldable wireless
headphones

2273

MPOW Cheetah bluetooth headphones in box

2274

Samsung Fino 105 Super Camera in box x2

2246

+VAT 2x BT Essential Digital Home Phones

2275

2247

+VAT BT Diverse 7450 Plus Cordless DECT
Phone

AfterShokz Air bone conduction headsets in
carry case

2276

2248

+VAT Sunmi V2 wireless data POS system

AfterShokz Air bone conduction headsets in
carry case

2249

+VAT Vretti Mini Printer

2277

Jabra Elite 3 wireless ear buds with charging
case in box

2250

+VAT 2x Harry Styles Harry's House CD box set
and Bob Dylan Bootleg Springtime in New York
Series Vol. 16

2278

HD Ghost 1080p camera, no accessories or
mount

2279

2251

+VAT 4x PS5 games, 12x PS4 games, 6x Xbox
One games

Selection of mobile phone accessories to
include KitVision spares, universal power banks
and a selection of Top Trumps cards in packs

2252

+VAT Blade Blu-Ray DVD

2280

2253

+VAT Hugo Boss HB.411.1.34.3622 wristwatch
with box

Over 40 Nokia Fibre optic transceivers, 6g/4g
SFP+ 300m 850nm Modules. Sealed and
Unsealed units.

2254

+VAT Various wristwatches

2281

Bag containing mobile phones for spares and
repairs

2255

+VAT Selection of various collectable and
commemorative coins
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2282

Umarex CPS Sport pellet gun, gas powered with
pellets

2314

Ajax 10x50 binoculars with case

2283

Nokia 105 mobile phone

2315

Pathescope 7-16x40 field binoculars with case

2284

6 JCB and other leather wallets

2316

Pair of Tasco 12x35 binoculars with case

2285

Canon G12 camera with box and carry case

2317

Clubman 8x30 coated binoculars

2286

Rog Strix B450-F gaming motherboard with
Ryzen 5 processor in box

2318

Caribou stamp album with contents plus
Globemaster collectors stock book album

2287

AfterShokz bone conduction headset in box

2319

Various old film camera equipment incl. Canon
Shaw Shot AF7

2288

AfterShokz bone conduction headset in box

2320

Canon VC200 colour video camera

2289

LG Tone Flex bluetooth earpiece in box

2321

2290

3x PlayStation 4 games and a copy of Halo :
Reach for Xbox 360

Polaroid Swinger land camera with box with
Halina portable camera

2322

Pair of Socialmatic Polaroid Zinc cameras

2291

Bag containing 3 pairs of wireless earbuds with
charging cases

2323

Box containing Manchester United review
souvenir programs

2292

+VAT Madison Enigma MCL22S570 goggles
and 3x other Bolle goggles

2324

Football league souvenir programmes incl.
1950s Arsenal football club programmes

2293

+VAT BT Advanced Digital Home Phone

2325

2294

Hamar Cold Start rig

Box containing Spurs programmes from 1960s
home and away, cup finals and others (approx.
170)

2295

Chinon 35-200mm lens

2326

2296

2 mobile phones for spares and repairs incl. LG
Nexus

Tray containing match day football souvenir
programmes incl. Aston Villa, Newcastle and
others

2297

+VAT USB powered gaming headset

2327

2298

Selection of Australian stamps from various
dates incl. 1990s-2020

3 boxes containing OO gauge Hornby railways
and other accessories

2328

Tray containing OO gauge rolling stock

2299

Tray of various post cards

2329

2300

61 mint GB presentation packs

Tray containing mainline and air fix OO gauge
engines, rolling stock and carriages (some
boxed)

2301

Ace Universal stamp album with contents and
Abria stock book with contents

2330

OO gauge Airfix, Mainline and Tri-Ang rolling
stock

2302

Large box of stamp first day covers

2331

2303

Tray of vintage and other post cards

Rolling stock incl. 1 Hornby railways OO gauge
engine (some boxed)

2304

Box of stamp albums with some loose

2332

The Man from Uncle complete series DVD set in
case

2305

Stamp collection in old tins plus 2 old albums

2333

2306

Collection of GB First Day covers in 5 albums

Electrical items incl. Android TV boxes, mini
projectors, Roku box, etc.

2307

Large box of stamp albums with contents

2334

Tray containing various gift ware items

2308

Box of stamps in albums, loose, etc.

2335

Picture Mate portable printer by Epson

2309

Box containing various stamp stock books
binders with contents

2336

Box containing 007 DVDs

2337

Large box containing costume jewellery

2310

Large box of stamp materials, booklets, etc.

2338

2311

Box containing stamp stock book albums First
Day Cover binders with contents

OO gauge, track side accessories, track and
other diecast vehicles

2339

2312

LNG 40x70 binoculars with damaged case and
eye piece

2 trays of blu-ray discs incl. Sherlock Holmes,
The Hobbit, Terminator Salvation and others

2340

2313

Prinz 10x50 binoculars

Various hobby control kit modules and repair kits
for Hornby Scalextric kits
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2341

Box containing 6 1:18 scale model diecast
vehicles incl. Audi TT Roadster

2370

ATV Motor club badge

2342

Railway hat with badges and a Periflex cameras

2371

Tray containing various EPNS silver spoons and
other items

2343

6 Hornby train coaches

2372

Quantity of N gauge continental rolling stock and
engines

three boxes of various costume jewellery items
and wrist watches etc

2344

2373

Various costume jewellery items in two boxes

2374

Bag containing various costume jewellery items

2345

Quantity of N gauge British outline coaches and
rolling stock

2375

Bag containing various costume jewellery items

2346

Wowwee Alive Elvis bust figure with interactive
remote control

2376

2347

Job lot of classic Star Wars toys including Jar
Jar Binks

Costume jewellery box containing various wrist
watches etc

2377

2348

Job lot of Hornby train scenery

Box containing costume jewellery items and
EPNS items

2378

Bag containing various loose wrist watches

2349

3 vintage modelmaking kits to include a Martin
Marauder and a C1196 flying boxcar by Aurora

2379

2350

Corgi diecast models to include Vauxhall nova,
ford escort

Two paper weights and a Smiths Empire cased
pocket watch

2380

2351

Various boxed agricultural and other vehicles

Selection of Polette sunglasses (some in soft
cases)

2381

Poletti reading glasses and sunglasses frames

2352

Britain's tractor toys in box

2382

2353

Hornby Airfix and other track side accessories
and scale model kits

2354

Box containing Hornby Dublo vintage track
pieces

Bag containing various costume jewellery items
to include Cameo and various brooches plus a
selection of vintage pens to include a fountain
pen

2383

2355

Various OO gauge accessories and signals,
some by Merit

Costume jewellery items to include oriental fan
and jewellery box

2384

Silver handled carving set together with 925
Goblet

2385

Bag of loose costume jewellery items and a
young and sons portable scale set with one
missing weight

2356

Plastic tray containing Hornby Dublo 3 rail track

2357

Box containing various diecast busses 1:76
scale

2358

Box of various boxed diecast vehicles to include
corgi limited edition Morris vans

2386

8 boxed ladies watches

2359

Bag of various electrical cables

2387

3 cases of costume jewellery items

2360

Bag containing a large quantity of blu-ray discs

2388

2361

Bag containing a large quantity of blu-ray discs

Small box of various costume jewellery items
some cased

2389

Bag containing a Vegas light roulette wheel

2362

Bag containing a large quantity of blu-ray discs

2390

2363

Bag containing a large quantity of blu-ray discs

Big track programable toy together with a radio
shack sergio toy

2364

Box containing various track side accessories

2391

2 cases of costume jewellery

2365

Tray containing various fishing accessories

2392

Railking train set in box

2366

Tray containing various pen cartridges by LAMY
and others

2393

Incomplete boxes of respirator and aviation
respiratory filter system

2367

Tray of various apple watch replacement straps

2394

2 trays containing various costume jewellery

2368

Bag containing various jewellery items including
watches by AVIA and Elgin
£20-30

2395

Various items inc. paper weights, jewellery items
etc.

2396

Star Trek clock, damaged with a RC F1 car

2369

Silver necklace and other
£25-35

2397

Various Corgi Classic buses in boxes
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2398

Tray containing various items inc. collectibles

2428

Outdoor aerial system booster unit

2399

Models of Yesteryear die cast vehicles

2429

2400

Box containing costume jewellery items

+VAT Elinchrom 202 Professional Studio flash
system

2401

Various Bells whiskey and other collectible
bottles inc. Chivas Royal Salute bottles

2430

Ion Powerplay LP uSB recording turntable

2431

NEC projector together with New Sonic projector

2432

Fostex MC102 keyboard mixer with tape deck

2402

Plastic crate containing large quantity of wildlife
figurines

2433

Karaoke mixer amplifier

2403

Plastic crate containing selection of costume
jewellery items and Hogwarts laptop case

2434

2404

Bag of various costume jewellery items and
other watches

+VAT Seal turntable together with a JVC stereo
tuner

2435

4 digital satellite receiver and DVD tuners

2405

Sony DVD player with remote and one other in
bag

2436

Bush 28" HD ready LED TV with built in DVD
player

2406

Hitachi DVD and compact disc player unit

2437

2407

Bag containing various remote controls inc.
replacements

+VAT Telescope high quality refractor telescope
in box

2438

2408

Bag of various costume jewellery items inc.
earrings

Selection of various GB crowns inc, 1977
Jubilee crown, decimal coin sets, and Mexican
1968 Olympic pattern coin

2409

Jigsaw puzzles

2439

2410

Philips 3 component hifi set to include stereo
tuner, turntable and amplifier

Selection of coins from various reigns inc.
Victoria, Edward VII, George V and George VI,
copper and silver coins, 1902 crown, 2 x FOB
coins

2411

+VAT JVC mobile entertainment unit system in
box

2440

1935 Coronation coin with various other British
coins inc. 1977 Jubilee crown

2412

LG 37" TV, no remote or stand

2441

2413

Boxed conference room camera

4 x Victorian crowns, and 3 Victorian double
florins

2442

2414

Boxed conference room camera

2415

Boxed conference room camera

Bag containing various GB coins, £2 coins,,
1977 Jubilee crown, £1 note and others
£30-40

2416

+VAT LG Xboom PN7 portable bluetooth
speaker, boxed

2443

Box containing large quantity of GB early
decimal coinage
£30-40

2417

+VAT Sonos Beam wifi speaker in box

2444

2418

Maxtek 10" portable DVD player

Tin containing various coins inc. 1953 5shilling
coin

2419

Ad Astra RM60 bluetooth mixer amplifier

2445

2420

+VAT 2 full motion TV wall mounts for up to 90"
TVs, some components missing

Various replica coin and other bank notes inc.
2015 crown, and pen
£20-30

2421

Pioneer Audio Video stereo receiver SXV200

2446

Cigarette card album of various flag and other
cigarette cards

2422

Panasonic DVD video recorder

2447

2423

National Panasonic music centre with turntable
radio and cassette player

Box containing large quantity of GB coinage inc.
small tub of 1940s and other decimal coins

2448

Phillips 943 home music centre system with
tape player, radio

Night Stage Scalextric rally set with extra track
pieces in box

2449

Selection of comic books, Captain Scarlet game,
and other toys in box

2450

Tray of various micro machine and other playset
pieces

2451

4 trays of various diecast play worn vehicles

2424
2425

Pure Chronos iDock radio in box

2426

Pure Chronos iDock radio in box

2427

Wagner CB receiver system
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2452

Various vintage toys inc. Meccano, die cast
vehicles, 00 gauge track accessories, Neca
Nightmare on Elm Street 3 figure

2480

Pair of Mission LX3 floor standing speakers with
floor spikes and boxes

2453

6 trays of various DVDs

2481

Pair of Quad 22L2 floor standing speakers with
soft covers, and Quad amplifier, no pre-amp

2454

Box containing various DVDs inc. British Steam
Railways

2482

Selection of Beatles LP presentation discs inc.
LPS and CDs, Hard Day's Night

2455

+VAT Intey astronomical telescope in box

2483

2456

Selection of Mighty Max monster playsets

Selection of various presentation pack CDs and
LPs inc. Elvis Presley, Led Zeppelin etc.

2457

+VAT 12 Targus USBC-USBA adaptors

2484

Vicfirth practice drum together with sticks

2458

Bag containing various toys inc. Buzz Lightyear
toy

2485

Woodwind instrument with various spare
components

2459

Blue plastic crate containing slide viewer
projector system, Ilford camera and Kenwood
HiFi component

2486

Clarinet with 3 pieces, missing mouthpiece

2487

3-piece flute with case

2488

Bose Hill instruments tuba, no mouthpiece

2460

+VAT 2 Passive Wharfedale Pro DJ speakers

2489

3-piece wooden recorder by Moeck

2461

Pioneer AV receiver Model SC-LX73

2490

Aulos 3-piece flute with slip case

2462

Denon HD Transport bluray disc player

2491

Vintage violin, no strings or bow in case

2463

+VAT Marantz AV HDMI surround sound
receiver

2492

Student violin with 2 bows and fitted case

2464

+VAT Onkyo AV receiver

2493

Roland EM-55 keyboard, no psu

2465

Hornby Virgin Trains 125 set

2494

GA20 guitar amplifier in box

2466

Pair of Technics SV-HD81 speakers with soft
covers

2495

+VAT Oasis Studio reverb unit

2496

+VAT N-Audio USB mixing station

2467

Pioneer turntable

2497

+VAT Boss GT8 guitar effects processor

2468

+VAT Samsung soundbar A530 with subwoofer,
and psu

2498

Yamaha 6-string acoustic guitar with hard case

2469

+VAT Yamaha ASTC200 soundbar

2499

2470

+VAT TCL wireless soundbar and subwoofer kit
with remote

6-string electro-acoustic guitar by Elevation with
2 practice speakers and various guitar
magazines

2500

Line 6 guitar amplifier

2471

+VAT Pair of Monitor Audio floorstanding
loudspeakers with covers

2501

6-string acoustic guitar by Encore

2472

Pioneer A9 amplifier with remote

2502

Yamaha Portatone PSR22 keyboard with box

2473

+VAT LG Music Flow HS7 with remote and psu

2503

Teisco DM307 microphone on vintage stand
with Vox valve track speaker

2474

Box containing selection of vinyl records inc.
Moody Blues etc.

2504

+VAT 4 adjustable ratchet stands with trolley
wheels with cross member bars

2475

Selection of old office sundry spares, portable
DVD player and an Amstrad E-mailer Plus

3001

+VAT DeLonghi PrimaDonna Soul coffee
machine

2476

Yamaha digital keyboard YPT-200

3002

2477

Large diameter horn system with damaged
cabling

+VAT Delonghi Magnifica Evo espresso coffee
machine

3003

2478

+VAT Touchdown Audio sound speaker with
wireless charging

+VAT Delonghi Magnifica Evo espresso coffee
machine

3004

2479

+VAT Touchdown Audio sound speaker with
wireless charging

+VAT Delonghi Magnifica Evo espresso coffee
machine

3005

+VAT Delonghi Magnifica Evo espresso coffee
machine
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3006

+VAT DeLonghi Magnifica S Smart coffee
machine

3038

+VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3007

+VAT DeLonghi Magnifica S Smart coffee
machine

3039

+VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3040

+VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3008

+VAT Nespresso Magimix Vertuo Next coffee
machine

3041

+VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3009

+VAT Nespresso Magimix Vertuo Next coffee
machine

3042

+VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3043

+VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3010

+VAT Nespresso Magimix Vertuo Next coffee
machine

3044

+VAT Box of mixed kitchenware to include a
toaster, coffee machine etc.

3011

+VAT Nespresso Magimix Vertuo Next coffee
machine

3045

Box of mixed household items

3046

+VAT Bag of mixed drinking bottles

3012

+VAT Nespresso Magimix Vertuo Next coffee
machine

3047

+VAT Kirkland heavy-duty laundry detergent

3013

+VAT Nespresso Magimix Vertuo Next coffee
machine

3048

+VAT 3 boxes of crystal clear cutlery and a
multitasking laptray

3014

+VAT Sage Barista Pro coffee machine

3049

+VAT Box containing hand towels

3015

+VAT Sage Barista Express coffee machine

3050

3 boxes of mixed kitchenware, irons, blender
accessories etc.

3016

+VAT Large bag of mixed items to include
infrared thermometer, knee sleeve etc.

3051

+VAT Bag of garden gloves

3017

+VAT 2.2kg bag of Scimx Pro V-Gain vegan
protein, vanilla flavour

3052

+VAT 2 boxed digital scales plus one unboxed

3053

+VAT 2 Philips steam irons

3018

+VAT Large bag of ladies LA seamless briefs

3054

+VAT 2 mango wood saladbowls

3019

+VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3055

+VAT Braun MultiQuick 9 hand whisker

3020

+VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3056

+VAT Braun MultiQuick 9 hand whisker

3021

+VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3057

+VAT Braun MultiQuick 9 hand whisker

3022

+VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3058

+VAT 2 Food&Friends lazy susan sets

3023

+VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3059

+VAT Kirkland Signature cookware set

3024

+VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3060

3025

+VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

+VAT Nescafe Dolce Gusto mini-me coffee
machine

3026

+VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3061

+VAT 2 OttLite LED desklamps

3027

+VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3062

+VAT DeLonghi 4-slice toaster

3028

+VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3063

+VAT Instant Vortex Plus dual airfryer

3029

Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3064

+VAT Instant Vortex Plus dual airfryer

3030

+VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3065

+VAT Instant Vortex Plus dual airfryer

3031

+VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3066

+VAT Instant Vortex Plus dual airfryer

3032

+VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3067

+VAT Instant Vortex Plus dual airfryer

3033

+VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3068

+VAT Instant Vortex Plus dual airfryer

3034

+VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3069

+VAT Instant Vortex Plus dual airfryer

3035

+VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3070

Bag of mixed ladies lingerie and other clothing

3036

+VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3071

+VAT Small box of small saucers plus 3x boxes
of sugar paste

3037

+VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3072

+VAT 4 boxes of Aqua water filters
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3073

+VAT Mixed kitchen items to include Gourmia
airfryer, coffee machines, Instant pot etc.

3074

+VAT 2 Master Coach WiFi smart body-fat
scales

3075

+VAT Box of mixed glassware, mugs, dishracks
etc.

3102

+VAT Monolith paper cutter 2-in-1, quantity of
Tonic guillotine machines, various Tonic and
other chopping boards, Cutter Pillar Pro scrap
book and craft paper trimmer, etc.

3103

+VAT 6 various Ellesee embroidery stands

3104

+VAT Small underbay of artificial flower
arranging products

3076

+VAT Kenwood MultiPro Compact food
processor

3105

+VAT 4 Spectrum Noir carry cases

3077

Candy Catcher machine

3106

+VAT 3 Sizzix Big Shot Plus machines

3078

+VAT Tefal easy soupmaker, unboxed

3107

+VAT 3 Sizzix Big Shot Plus machines

3079

+VAT 2 unboxed Instant Vortex Plus dual
airfryer

3108

+VAT 2 Sizzix Big Shot cutting and embossing
machines

3080

+VAT Instant pot dual gourmet multi-use
pressure cooker

3109

+VAT 2 Sizzix Big Shot cutting and embossing
machines

3081

+VAT Instant pot multi-use pressure cooker

3110

3082

+VAT Sage coffee machine

+VAT 3 Sizzix electric shape cutting and
embossing machines

3083

+VAT Unboxed Sage Barista Express coffee
machine with mug, filter basket etc.

3111

+VAT 2 Sizzix electric shape cutting and
embossing machines

3084

+VAT Starfrit 'the Rock' cookware set

3112

+VAT Small box of various Sizzix card stock and
cutting accessories

3085

+VAT Kenwood MultriPro Compact food
processor

3113

+VAT Bag of Sizzix dies and cutting accessories

3086

Verismo Starbucks coffee machine

3114

+VAT Bag of Sizzix dies and cutting accessories

3087

+VAT Panasonic automatic breadmaker

3115

+VAT Bag containing quantity of mainly Sizzix
crafting accessories

3088

+VAT Sistema food storage container set plus
multi-purpose bowls

3116

+VAT 2 clear plastic storage towers and variety
of other storage organisers

3089

Tassimo-style Bosch coffee machine

3117

3090

+VAT Compact buffet server and warming tray

+VAT Ottlite HD worklight, and 2 further Ottlite
desk lamps

3091

Unboxed Melitta Solo coffee machine

3118

3092

Unboxed Melitta Solo coffee machine

+VAT 2 brown leather craftsmans aprons by
Woodland Leather

3093

+VAT Tefal filter fryer

3119

+VAT 4 Knitty Critters Christmas themed
projects

3094

+VAT Small bag of pet toys and 4 pet cooling
mats

3120

3095

+VAT Eurocast professional series cookware set

+VAT 3 PureLight A4 LED Ultra thin light boxes,
2 x PureLight rechargeable handy lamps, and
quantity of various sized paper takers

3096

+VAT Kenwood MultiPro Compact food
processor with attachments

3121

+VAT Large bag containing quantity of various
paints, glitter, beads, dies, and adhesives,

3097

+VAT Bath rug plus a garden mat

3122

+VAT Large bag containing quantity of various
paints, glitter, beads, dies, and adhesives,

3098

+VAT Tefal filter fryer, laundry basket, kitchen
appliances etc.

3123

+VAT Large bag containing quantity of various
paints, glitter, beads, dies, and adhesives,

3099

+VAT Tefal filter fryer

3124

3100

+VAT 2 Seville Classics chopping boards and a
Viners cutlery set

+VAT Large bag containing quantity of various
paints, glitter, beads, dies, and adhesives,

3125

3101

+VAT Gemini foil press, boxed button press,
foiling machine, and 2 Gemini crafter's
companion machines

+VAT Large bag containing quantity of various
paints, glitter, beads, dies, and adhesives,

3126

+VAT Large bag containing quantity of various
paints, glitter, beads, dies, and adhesives,
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3127

+VAT Large bag containing quantity of various
paints, glitter, beads, dies, and adhesives,

3151

+VAT Collection of felt crafting bags

3128

+VAT Hello Amigurumi set together with 2
boxed Latch Hook rug kits

3152

+VAT Shelf of 6 various crafting bags, and
storage boxes

3129

+VAT Bag containing quantity of Caron by
Yarnspirations and other yarns

3153

+VAT Shelf of 7 various patterned craft bags

3154

+VAT Shelf of 5 various patterned craft bags

3130

+VAT Bag of various yarn

3155

+VAT Shelf of 3 similar Hobby Gift patterned
knitting bags together with 2 larger patterned
crafting bags

3131

+VAT Bag of various fabric

3132

+VAT Bag of various fabric

3156

+VAT Shelf of various patterned storage boxes

3133

+VAT Bag of various metallic foils, ribbons, and
related items

3157

3134

+VAT 3 Dylusions creative journals with one
smaller, and various accessories, 4 Filofax A5
notepads and sketchbook of Dreams

+VAT 3 Hobby Gift heart patterned knitting
bags, 1 butterfly pattern, and Must Make Stuff
hessian bag

3158

+VAT Cut'em'Easy embossing and cutting
machine together with a 3" machine

3135

+VAT Quantity of DIY Crystal art kits, together
with marbling sets, and crystal art holders

3159

3136

+VAT 2 x Spectrum Noir pen holders, 6 small
packs of Spectrum Noir art liner pens, various
pastels, shimmer pens, and calligraphy pens

+VAT Bag of various Kit 'n' Caboodle crafting
tools, together with 2 A4 magnetic boards, 3 die
cutting machines, and 2 carry cases

3160

+VAT Tools A5 die cut and embossing machine

3161

+VAT Singer heavy duty mechanical extension
table, Gopress foil Couture Creations hot foil
and letter press machine, various loose
machines for parts inc. Brother scan and cut

3162

+VAT 4 packs of Craft Buddy paint by numbers
40x50cm

3137

+VAT Quantity of Crafters Companion stock inc.
card making sets, ring binders, and paper library

3138

+VAT Box containing quantity of kids and other
crafting accessories, tapes, etc. with box of
Tattered Lace parchment pens

3139

+VAT Speedy Press 36" steam ironing press
Model Professional 91HD, together with 2
Speedy Press telescopic stands, boxed

3163

+VAT Large Cutter Pillar Glow ultra crafting and
uplight floor standing lamp, HD desk lamp, and
Workwell twistable desk lamp

3140

+VAT Approx. 16 packs of AC card stock 12x12"

3164

3141

+VAT Approx. 31 packs of Crafters Companion
textured card stock 12x12"

+VAT Screen Sensation MYOS280 screen
printing machine, and tube of various dies

3165

3142

+VAT 3 Spectrum Noir Colour Creation kits,
together with 1 smaller set of triblend pens, and
3 felt tip pen sets

+VAT Kit n Caboodle Pro Cut machine, with A4
die cut and embossing machine

3166

+VAT 3 Kit n Caboodle Pro Cut A4 die cutting
and embossing machines

3167

+VAT Collection of cardboard artists portfolio
holders in various sizes

3168

+VAT Sizzix Shot Switch Plus machine, boxed

3169

Small stack of crafting books inc. Backpack
making templates, Make It Simple etc.

3170

+VAT 2 Snap Craftwell crafting made simple
machines

3171

+VAT 2 stacks of The Paper Boutique
decorative papers

3172

+VAT Tray of various acetate folders, storage
pages, scrap rack leaves, etc.

3173

+VAT Boxed rollaway craft and sewing table

3174

+VAT Studio Designs Eclipse sewing table

3175

+VAT Studio Designs Hobby Centre

3143

+VAT 2 boxes of various Shake and Gilt liquid
gilt, other decorative liquids, dies, and
Imagination Craft DVDs

3144

+VAT 9 various patterned craft storage boxes

3145

+VAT Collection of Bee themed craft storage
bags and boxes

3146

+VAT Quantity of Sloth themed storage bags,
folders, and cases

3147

+VAT Quantity of various cutting mats in
different sizes

3148

+VAT Large box of KanBan crafts card stock

3149

+VAT Crate containing quantity of Paper
Boutique paper stock

3150

+VAT Crate containing quantity of The Paper
Tree paper stock
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3176

+VAT Studio Designs Eclipse sewing table

3197

+VAT Shallow pallet box containing large
quantity of mixed card stocks, crafting tools, and
cutting machine accessories

3177

+VAT Small stack of artificial flower arranging
accessories

3178

+VAT Box containing quantity of Cinch We R
memory keepers binding wires

3198

+VAT Shallow pallet box containing large
quantity of mixed card stocks, crafting tools, and
cutting machine accessories

3179

+VAT Gemini foil press, Professional heat press
folding system, foiling platform, Gemini rotating
disc for Gemini Pro, and GoPress and Emboss
Couture Creations machine

3199

+VAT Shallow pallet box containing large
quantity of mixed card stocks, crafting tools, and
cutting machine accessories

3180

+VAT 2 small boxes of Sizzix card stock and
crafting accessories

3200

+VAT Shallow pallet box containing large
quantity of mixed card stocks, crafting tools, and
cutting machine accessories

3181

+VAT 2 boxes of wood cut crafting kits, and
similar items

3201

+VAT Shallow pallet box containing large
quantity of mixed card stocks, crafting tools, and
cutting machine accessories

3182

+VAT Small box of various power supplies for
cutting and embossing machines

3183

+VAT Bag containing various knitting and
crochet, and felting kits and accessories

3202

+VAT Shallow pallet box containing large
quantity of mixed card stocks, crafting tools, and
cutting machine accessories

3184

+VAT Bee themed sewing bag, dark grey felt
bag, and 3 Pinflare jute bag crafting kits

3203

+VAT 3 owl themed Hobby Gift bags, and 2
matching quilters multimats

+VAT Shallow pallet box containing large
quantity of mixed card stocks, crafting tools, and
cutting machine accessories

3185

3204

3186

+VAT 2 zebra themed Hobby Gift bags, 4 small
Maker's Gonna Make bags, and 4 decorative
sewing boxes

+VAT Shallow pallet box containing large
quantity of mixed card stocks, crafting tools, and
cutting machine accessories

3205

3187

+VAT Shelf of wooden craft storage units, and
box making kits

+VAT Shallow pallet box containing large
quantity of mixed card stocks, crafting tools, and
cutting machine accessories

3188

+VAT Shelf of floral crafting carry bags, owl
themed portable quilters multimats, and other
bags

3206

+VAT Shallow pallet box containing large
quantity of mixed card stocks, crafting tools, and
cutting machine accessories

3189

+VAT Shelf of 3 various knitting bags, and 2 tote
bags

3207

3190

+VAT Bag of felting kits, and crosstich and craft
kits

+VAT Shallow pallet box containing large
quantity of mixed card stocks, crafting tools, and
cutting machine accessories

3208

3191

+VAT Bag of various patterned fabric

+VAT Pallet containing approx. 24 boxes of
KanBan card making kits

3192

+VAT Stack of Tonic Studios A2 glass cutting
mats, and variety of smaller mats and
accessories

3209

+VAT Pallet containing approx. 24 boxes of
KanBan card making kits

3210

+VAT Pallet containing approx. 28 boxes of
KanBan card making kits

3211

+VAT Pallet containing approx. 25 boxes of
KanBan card making kits

3193

+VAT Shallow pallet box containing large
quantity of mixed card stocks, crafting tools, and
cutting machine accessories

3194

+VAT Shallow pallet box containing large
quantity of mixed paper and card stocks

3212

+VAT Pallet containing approx. 28 boxes of
KanBan card making kits

3195

+VAT Shallow pallet box containing large
quantity of mixed card stocks, crafting tools, and
cutting machine accessories

3213

+VAT Pallet containing approx. 28 boxes of
KanBan card making kits

3214

+VAT Pallet containing approx. 27 boxes of
KanBan card making kits

3215

+VAT Pallet containing approx. 21 boxes of
KanBan card making kits

3196

+VAT Shallow pallet box containing large
quantity of paper and card stock
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3216

+VAT Pallet containing approx. 18 boxes of
KanBan card making kits

3217

+VAT Pallet containing approx. 28 boxes of
KanBan card making kits

3218

+VAT Pallet containing approx. 21 boxes of
KanBan card making kits

3219

+VAT Pallet containing large quantity of KanBan
card making kits together with other loose
padded envelopes and crafting accessories

3220
3221

+VAT Pallet containing approx. 24 boxes of
KanBan card making kits
+VAT Pallet containing a large quantity of loose
KanBan card making kits

3244

+VAT Philips steamer iron plus another

3245

Tefal Select grill

3246

+VAT Instant Pot Vortex Plus dual airfryer,
unboxed

3247

+VAT Instant Pot multi-use pressure cooker

3248

+VAT Tramontina ProLine chafing dish

3249

+VAT Starfrit 'the Rock' grill pan and griddle set

3250

Ice machine

3251

+VAT Kenwood MultiPro Compact Plus food
processor

3252

+VAT KitchenAid 4.3L mixer with 3 attachments

3253

Pinter beerpump

3254

+VAT Unboxed DeLonghi Magnifica S Smart
coffee machine

3255

+VAT 3 Nescafe Dolce Gusto mini-me coffee
machines

3256

Box containing mini baby picture frames and
another box of kitchenware to include DeLonghi
coffee machine, Nescafe etc.

3222

+VAT Pallet containing a large quantity of loose
KanBan card making kits

3223

+VAT Pallet containing a large quantity of loose
KanBan card making kits

3224

+VAT Pallet containing a large quantity of loose
KanBan card making kits

3225

+VAT Multi-purpose bowls and a Food&Friends
lazy susan set

3226

+VAT Philips steamer iron

3257

Small stack of Starfrit 'The Rock' pots and pans

3227

+VAT Braun MultiQuick 9 hand whisker

3258

+VAT Sabatier expandable dishrack

3228

+VAT Gordon Ramsey Royal Doulton tableware
set

3259

+VAT Samsung Jet 90-Series cordless stick
vacuum with box and accessories

3229

+VAT Instant Pot Gourmet Crisp + Air fryer

3260

3230

+VAT Starfrit 'the Rock' cookware set

+VAT Samsung Jet 70-Series cordless stick
vacuum with box and accessories

3231

+VAT Unboxed Panasonic automatic
breadmaker

3261

+VAT Samsung Jet 70-Series cordless stick
vacuum with box and accessories

3232

+VAT Box of stoneware bowls and an Atmos
diffuser

3262

+VAT Shark upright cordless anti-hairwrap
vacuum

3233

+VAT Circulon bakeware set

3263

3234

+VAT Unboxed Sage Barista Express coffee
machine

+VAT Unboxed Samsung Jet 70-Series cordless
stick vacuum with pole, head, 2 attachments and
charger

3264

3235

+VAT CampChef 2-burner cooking system

3236

+VAT Unboxed DeLonghi coffee machine

+VAT Unboxed Samsung Jet 70-Series cordless
stick vacuum with pole, head, 2 attachments and
charger

3237

+VAT Kenwood food processor and a Rabbit
wine set, all unboxed

3265

+VAT Unboxed Samsung Jet 70-series cordless
stick vacuum with pole, head and charger, no
attachments

3238

3 boxes of various pint glasses

3266

3239

+VAT Approx. 9 unboxed Gourmia digital
airfryers

+VAT Unboxed Samsung Jet 70-series cordless
stick vacuum with pole, head and charger, no
attachments

3240

+VAT 8 unboxed Gourmia digital airfryers plus a
Tefal fryer and an Instant Pot

3267

+VAT Handheld Dyson DC35 vacuum with pole,
head, 2 attachments and charger

3241

+VAT Box of 6 Aqua water filters

3268

3242

Nestling juicer

+VAT Bissell Icon 25v cordless vacuum with
pole and head, no attachments or charger

3243

+VAT Bowl set plus 2 Kilner glass jar dispensers
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3269

Cordless vacuum plus another, no chargers or
attachments

3299

Vax upright vacuum cleaner

3270

+VAT Bissell SpotClean ProHeat
carpet/upholstery washer

3300

Bissell steam mop

3301

+VAT Bissell upright multi-surface cleaning
system

3271

Cordless wet or dry vacuum cleaner

3272

+VAT Vibra upright fan

3302

+VAT Sharp DualClean anti-hairwrap vacuum
cleaner

3273

+VAT Vibra upright fan

3303

Upright Vax vacuum cleaner

3274

+VAT 4 H-Handy vacuums plus 3 unboxed

3304

+VAT Bissell carpet cleaner

3275

+VAT Meaco room air-circulating fan

3305

3276

+VAT Duracool mid tower fan

+VAT Dualpower pedestal fan, no PSU or
remote

3277

+VAT Bag of various DeLonghi coffee
accessories

3306

+VAT Vax upright vacuum cleaner

3307

Pallet of small clear food containers

3278

+VAT Seville Classics tilting fan

3308

4 boxed Shark upright steam mops

3279

+VAT Halo handheld vacuum cleaner

3309

Lego Friends set in display box

3280

+VAT 1 boxed and 1 unboxed WooZoo desktop
fans

3310

+VAT Cosmetic mirror

3311

+VAT 12 men's Callaway golf polo tops

3281

+VAT 2 boxed WooZoo desktop fans

3312

+VAT Box of 60 Sharpie highlighter pens

3282

+VAT Large quantity of loose upright Shark
steam mops

3313

+VAT 2 aromatherapy diffuser sets

3283

Box of assorted kitchenware to include coffee
machines, pans etc.

3314

+VAT Box of 20 sunglasses

3315

5 pair of men's heavy-duty trousers

3284

+VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3316

+VAT 2 boxes of reading glasses

3285

+VAT Bag of Bissell cleaner detergents

3317

+VAT Joseph Joseph kitchen knife set

3286

Box of mini picture frames

3318

Damascus steel knife set, cased

3287

Tug-along vacuum with box
£10-20

3319

+VAT Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase
and blue fabric case

3288

Room fan

3320

Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase

3289

Tug-along vacuum cleaner

3321

Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase

3290

+VAT Gtech AirRam upright vacuum, no battery
or charger

3322

+VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister
suitcase

3291

+VAT Gtech AirRam upright vacuum with
charger, no battery

3323

+VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister
suitcase

3292

Gtech AirRam upright vacuum with battery and
charger

3324

+VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister
suitcase

3293

Gtech AirRam upright vacuum, no charger

3325

3294

Dyson DC50 upright vacuum cleaner

+VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister
suitcase

3295

Dyson DC50 upright vacuum cleaner

3326

3296

+VAT Bosch 25.2v upright vacuum cleaner, no
charger

+VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister
suitcase

3327

3297

+VAT Aircraft upright cordless hard-floor
cleaner, no battery or charger

+VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister
suitcase

3328

3298

+VAT Aircraft upright cordless hard-floor cleaner
with battery and charger

+VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister
suitcase

3329

+VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister
suitcase
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3330

+VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister
suitcase

3362

Box of Magners long sleeved tshirts in L

3331

+VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister
suitcase

3363

Box of tie hangers

3364

Box of hand cleansers

3332

Off white Fartech t shirt

3365

Bag of vacuum bags, and box containing various
folders, files etc

3333

Pair of D Squared 2 jeans

3334

Black V neck jumper

3366

Box of various kids shoes, assorted sizes, One
Direction bags, etc.

3335

+VAT Optisense pillow, plus Sanderson pillow

3367

Box of mixed style bags

3336

+VAT Titan deep freeze bag, plus one other
small bag

3368

Box of mixed assorted kids and adult shoes in
various styles

3337

+VAT 3 Hotel Grande pillows, towel, and cool
bag

3369

Box of various womens shoes, bags etc.

3370

Box containing briefcase, white shirts

3338

+VAT 6 mini hard shelled suitcases

3371

Box of assorted kids shoes

3339

+VAT Tray of small storage caddies

3372

Box of assorted kids shoes

3340

Pronuptia wedding dress

3373

7 boxes of poster rolls

3341

+VAT Snuggledown Premium and duck down
duvet

3374

+VAT Desk riser

3342

One Tree Hill bag

3375

+VAT Hiking backpack

3343

House of Holland underwear in bag

3376

Bag of ladies Sketcher tshirts

3344

2 cushions and 2 cable management systems

3377

Bag of ladies Sketcher tshirts

3345

+VAT large grey dog mat

3378

Bag of ladies Sketcher tshirts

3346

3 Knitty Critters easy Crochet teddy bear sets

3379

3347

3 pairs of black trousers

Box of children's light blue tops with another box
containing shoe inner soles

3380

Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3348

+VAT 12 duck feather pillows

3381

+VAT Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase

3349

+VAT Titan deep freeze bag, Puma backpack,
and Bahama outdoor blanket

3382

3 tubs of heavy duty laundry detergent

3350

2 boxes of PJ mask headphones

3383

3351

Pet stair gate

Box and bag containing various mixed style
bags

3384

2 boxes of Wizarding World figurines

3352

Box of Ergo book iPad air covers

3385

+VAT Box of small folded boxes

3353

Box of sleeping eye masks

3386

5 boxes of adult comfort protective underwear

3354

3 boxes of hairbands, and 2 boxes of hair clips

3387

Bag of various ladies clothing and lingerie

3355

2 boxes of skinny sleeve 11" Macbook Air
covers

3388

Box of various branded kids clothing

3356

2 Boxes containing phone cases, and 2 boxes of
velvet style picture frames

3389

+VAT 6 mixed style sofa cushions, and 3 loose
Hotel Grande pillows

3357

Boxes of velcro lampshades, and large quantity
of black sink cables

3390

Box of various style scarves

3391

3 rolls of mixed style material

3358

2 large packs of anti-bacterial handgel

3392

Singer sewing machine with pedal

3359

5 boxes of wall mounted hooks

3393

Brother sewing machine with pedal

3360

3 Monsters University breakfast bowl sets, and 3
boxes of Sky Everest small snack boxes

3394

+VAT Crib mattress

3361

Box of Major padded laptop sleeve covers

3395

15 Fila and Adidas tshirts
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3396

15 Fila and Puma tshirts

3429

6 boxes of mixed assorted clothing to include
hoodies, tops etc and another box of bin bags

3397

11 Callaway golf polo tops

3398

15 ladies Fila tshirts

3430

+VAT Boxed and unboxed Sealy airbeds

3399

Large roll of material

3431

Cross trainer plus a gym ball

3400

Black floor lamp bases

3432

Exercise bike

3401

Frister & Rossum sewing machine with pedal

3433

Pure design rowing machine

3402

Bag of tablet covers

3434

Bag containing cricket bats, tennis rackets,
badminton etc

3403

Large bag of fashion scarves

3435

+VAT Fashion Rise weight belts

3404

Box containing 2 Le Creuset pots and dish

3436

+VAT Electric folding treadmill

3405

Grey rug and silver Carefoam mattress

3437

+VAT Pro-Form treadmill

3406

Assorted mixed style bags

3439

3407

+VAT Folding wagon/cart

+VAT Full zipped hooded Andrew Mark ladies
coat size XL

3408

+VAT Igloo max cold cooler box

3440

+VAT 2 ladies reversible gilets

3409

Round floor cushion

3441

+VAT 3 ladies reversible gilets

3410

+VAT Ultimate smart cutting machine

3442

+VAT 3 ladies reversible gilets

3411

+VAT Long grey cushion

3443

4 children's full zipped hooded coats

3412

+VAT Sharper image body scan massage chair
pillow

3444

+VAT Men's full zipped Dickies jacket plus a
gilet and fleece jacket

3413

+VAT Brookstone heated throw and weighted
blanket

3445

+VAT 2 Jachs NY men's buttoned jackets

3446

+VAT Mixed lot containing 2 ladies gilets, jacket
and 2 full zipped green hooded jackets

3447

+VAT Full zipped ladies Andrew Mark coat size
S plus a full zipped jacket size M

3414

+VAT 4 Disney princess beanbags

3415

+VAT 60 Sharpie highlighter pens

3416

Box of milk lotions

3448

+VAT Heritage full zipped coat size XL

3417

+VAT WaterPik water flosser

3449

3418

6 trampoline nets

V-tech touch and learn activity desk and a Leap
Frog globe

3419

Box of clip badges and statement books plus
another box of table numbers

3450

3420

3 boxes of LED 5.2w lights

+VAT Boxed pair of Columbia shoes plus a pair
of Puma men's trainers and a pair of Sketcher
trainers

3421

2 breast pumps

3451

+VAT Badminton racket plus a 24Kg dumbbell
set

3422

Box containing various children's watches etc

3452

+VAT 9 mixed kites

3423

Box containing solar friends toys, 'When in
Rome' sets etc plus another box containing
mixed children's games

3453

+VAT Large stuffed cuddly bunny

3454

+VAT Large stuffed cuddly bunny

3424

Box containing easy grip baby bottle holders,
feeding cups etc

3455

+VAT Large stuffed cuddly bunny

3456

+VAT Large stuffed cuddly bunny

3425

Box containing various stationery, calculators,
USB cables etc

3457

+VAT Large stuffed cuddly bunny

3426

+VAT 2 clothes airers

3458

+VAT Large stuffed cuddly bunny

3427

3 boxes of mixed assorted bags

3459

+VAT Large stuffed cuddly bunny

3428

Box containing children's animal hairbands plus
another box of fancy dress

3460

+VAT Shelf of mixed assorted toys

3461

Mixed assorted Lego, Lego boat etc
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3462

Razer electric folding scooter in box

3498

Table top fridge

3463

Mixed assorted puzzles, Arcade alley ball game
etc

3499

Future Hotpoint under the counter freezer

3500

+VAT Eco sensible living pedal bin

3464

+VAT Box of soft touch balls

3501

+VAT Jon Buoy inflatable Horseshoe

3465

Big Bang Theory anti stress doll

3502

3466

Quantity of children's bedroom ocean mats

3467

+VAT Easy Set Intex swimming pool

+VAT Selection of various flavour coffee beans
including Pact, Climpson & sons, Kirkland and
others

3468

+VAT 4 swing ball sets

3503

+VAT 24 boxes each containing 100 Twinings
The Earl Grey Classic blend tea bags

3469

Box containing a large quantity of mixed scale
model cars to include Dub City etc

3504

3470

+VAT Life time basket ball stand and hoop

+VAT Large selection of various flavour coffee
beans including Pact, Climpson & Sons, Blue
Coffee Box, Square Mile and others

3471

3 boxes of mixed items to include puzzles, wools
and yarn etc

3505

3472

+VAT Mixed assorted water slides, swimming
pools etc

+VAT Large selection of various flavour ground
coffee beans including Pack, Perky Blenders,
Send Coffee, Assembly and others

3506

+VAT Nespresso, Roar Gill & Grind coffee
capsules

3507

+VAT 2 boxes of Starbucks Caffe Verona
Ristretto by Nespresso coffee pods & 5 packs of
Tassimo Kenco coffee pods

3508

+VAT Selection of protein & supplement shakes
including My Protein, Vivo Life, PHD, So Body
Co and others

3509

+VAT 2 x 340g tubs of Steens Raw Manuka
Honey UMF20+

3510

+VAT 2 x 500g tubs of Manuka Doctor Manuka
Honey 55MGO

3511

+VAT USN Hardcore All in One Anabolic 40
scoops Muscle fuel

3512

+VAT SIS Rego Rapid Recovery 1.6kg & My
Protein Clear Whey Isolate Tropical Dragon
Fruit 500g

3513

+VAT Nuzest Clean Lean Protein, My Vegan
Clear Vegan Protein, Command Nootropic & 2 x
Empower Creatine

3514

+VAT Selection of Tea Bags & Loose Tea
including Fortnum & Mason

3515

+VAT 1350g tin Confit De Canard, Fortnum &
Mason tea biscuits, Gingerbread, Pure Vanilla
Extract and 2 Zero Calorie flavour syrup

3516

+VAT Skin cleansing foam, sun protection,
shaving gel, Athlete's foot spray, Deep heat etc

3517

+VAT Large bag of hair products including
Regain, hair sprays, Mousse, dry shampoo, root
restorer etc

3518

+VAT Large bag containing anti-perspirants,
deodorants and body mist fragrance sprays

3473

+VAT Bag of Wilson MBA basketballs

3474

+VAT Lot of swimming pools, water slides etc

3475

Zanussi fridge freezer

3476

Hotpoint washing machine

3477

Beko under the counter fridge

3478

Candy 9kg tumble dryer

3479

Beko under the counter fridge

3480

+VAT Panasonic inverter microwave

3481

+VAT Panasonic inverter microwave

3482

+VAT Black Panasonic microwave

3483

+VAT Samsung tumble dryer

3484

Bosch dishwasher

3485

Bosch series 6 washing machine

3486

+VAT Sharp microwave

3487

Breville microwave

3488

Beko under counter freezer

3489

Chest freezer

3490

Proline fridge freezer

3491

Table top fridge

3492

Under counter Beko fridge

3493

Table top fridge

3494

+VAT Small spin dryer

3495

Single door freezer

3496

New World under the counter fridge

3497

Under the counter Logik fridge
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3519

+VAT Bag containing carpet fresh, air
fresheners, spray starch, Scotchgard, glass
cleaner, fabric waterproof, foam cleaner etc

3520

+VAT Ant, Fly & creepy crawly killer sprays,
Groom Away Equine showing black spray and
Tar Plast sprays

3521

+VAT Approx 30 fragrances including Next,
Avon, Ann Summers, Baylis & Harding etc

3522

+VAT Large selection of perfume samples /
tester bottles including YSL, Paco Rabanne,
Gucci, Dior, Jo Malone and many more

3523

+VAT Approx 70 bottle of perfume and
fragrances including Next,, Ann Summers,
Avon, Versace, Impulse and more (some part
used and missing tops - a/f)

3541

+VAT Diptyque Emulsion Velours L'Art Du Soin
Velvet hand lotion 350ml

3542

+VAT Roja Parfums Elysium 50ml men's Parfum

3543

+VAT Selection of Ted Baker fragrances and
body sprays

3544

+VAT Selection of various fragrances including
Eden, The Essence Vault, Similar Scent etc

3545

+VAT Selection of branded fragrances including
YSL, Gucci, Chanel, Prada and more (part used
& missing tops a/f)

3546

+VAT Paul Smith eau de parfum : Woman
100ml & Rose 100ml

3547

+VAT 2 x Yves Saint Laurent Black Opium eau
de parfum 50ml

3524

+VAT 6 x Federico Mahora Pure Royal parfum
50ml

3548

+VAT Mont Blanc Explorer eau de parfum 60ml
& Legend Spirit eau de toilette 100ml

3525

+VAT 7 x Federico Mahora Pure Royal Homme
parfum 50ml and 2 x Pheromone 50ml

3549

+VAT Giorgio Armani : Si eau de parfum 100ml
& Si perfumed body lotion 200ml

3526

+VAT 15 x Federico Mahora Pure Royal Femme
parfum 50ml and 2 x Pheromone 50ml

3550

+VAT Giorgio Armani Acqua Di Gio eau de
parfum Recharge refill 150ml & 15ml

3527

+VAT Selection of Federico Mahora fragrances
(unboxed)

3551

3528

+VAT Clive Christian Addictivearts Hypnotic
'Chase the Dragon 75ml fragrance in
presentation box

+VAT Giorgio Armani Stronger Than You
Intensly eau de parfum 100ml & Armani Code
eau de toilette 15ml

3552

+VAT Aesop Karst eau de parfum 50ml

3553

3529

+VAT 2 x Club de Nuit Intense Man eau de
toilette 105ml

+VAT Ded Cool 'Milk' Uni-Sex layering fragrance
spray 50ml

3554

3530

+VAT Armaf Club de Nuit Intense Man parfum
Limited Edition 105ml in presentation box

+VAT Ded Cool '03' Uni-Sex layering fragrance
spray 50ml

3555

3531

+VAT Jo Malone Pomegranate Noir Cologne
50ml

+VAT Adam Grooming Anatolia eau de parfum
75ml

3556

3532

+VAT Jo Malone Red Roses Cologne 100ml

+VAT Adam Grooming Black Sea eau de
parfum 75ml

3533

+VAT Jo Malone Osmanthus Blossom Cologne
100ml

3557

+VAT Elie Saab La Parfum eau de parfum 50ml

3558

+VAT Dr. Vranjes Firenze Rosso Nobile

3534

+VAT Jo Malone Nectarine Blossom & Honey
100ml cologne & Red Roses bath oil 30ml

3559

+VAT Ikon 511 eau de parfum 100ml

3535

+VAT 2 x Story of Flower for Women eau de
parfum 50ml

3560

+VAT Dunhill Icon eau de parfum 100ml

3561

3536

+VAT 2 x Story of Flower for Women eau de
parfum 50ml

+VAT Bag of approx 40 fragrances including
Missguided, Avon, The Essence Vault etc

3562

3537

+VAT W by William Hunt Saville Row eau de
toilette 100ml

+VAT Selection of Arabian Oud fragrances
including Lattafa and others

3563

3538

+VAT 2 x Hugo Boss Bottled Tonic eau de
toilette 200ml

+VAT Afnan Une Modest Pour Homme eau de
parfum 100ml

3564

3539

+VAT Hugo Boss eau de toilette : Bottled 200ml,
Bottled Night 200ml & Bottled Unlimited 100ml

+VAT Afnan Supremacy in Oud extrait de
parfum 100ml

3565

3540

+VAT Diptyque Emulsion Velours L'Art Du Soin
Velvet hand lotion 350ml

+VAT Lattafa Ameer Al Oudh eau de parfum
100ml
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3566

+VAT Maison Lancome Oud Bouquet eau de
parfum 100ml

3587

+VAT Dolce & Gabbana L'Imperatrice eau de
toilette 100ml

3567

+VAT Confessions of a Rebel F*ck Mondays
eau de parfum 100ml

3588

+VAT Narciso Rodriquez Pure Musc for her eau
de parfum 100ml

3568

+VAT Yodeyma eau de parfum : 2 x Iris 100ml &
50ml and Vivacity 50ml

3589

3569

+VAT 6 various Calvin Klein fragrances
including Euphoria, Reveal, Summer, Obession
etc

+VAT Bvlgari Omnia Amethyst eau de toilette
65ml, Lancome Idole Le Parfum 50ml & Chloe
eau de parfum 50ml

3590

+VAT Thierry Mugler Angel eau de parfum 25ml
and cosmetic bag

3570

+VAT 2 x Dior Addict eau de parfum 100ml

3591

+VAT Aventus Creed 100ml

3571

+VAT 2 x Dior Sauvage : eau de parfum 60ml &
eau de toilette 100ml

3592

+VAT Tom Ford Noir De Noir eau de parfum
100ml

3572

+VAT 2 x Dior Fahrenheit : parfum 75ml & eau
de toilette 100ml

3593

+VAT Tom Ford For Men eau de toilette 100ml

3594

3573

+VAT 2 x Jean Paul Gaultier 'Le Male' eau de
parfum Intense 125ml & Eau de toilette 40ml
together with Vent Interdite 100ml Tester bottle

+VAT Approx 25 assorted fragrances including
Dior, Mariah Carey, Bentley, Versace,
Perfumers Choice, Clarins and others

3595

3574

+VAT Issey Miyake L'eau D'Issey pour homme
eau de toilettte 100ml & Shades of Kolam eau
de toilette 125ml

+VAT 2 Playmobil model kits and 7 various
design & size jigsaws

3596

+VAT Fancy dress costumes and accessories

3575

+VAT 3 x Jimmy Choo Illicit eau de parfum 2 x
100ml & 1 x 60ml

3597

+VAT Selection of soft toys including TY,
Jellycat, Elf on a Shelf etc

3576

+VAT Paco Rabanne Invictus eau de parfum
100ml

3598

3577

+VAT Paco Rabanne Olympea eau de parfum
80ml

+VAT 20 games including Catan, Dragomino,
Pandemic, Nerf Lazer Ops, Tangled Up, Ludo
etc

3599

3578

+VAT Paco Rabanne Pure XS shower gel
200ml, 1 Million eau de parfum 100ml tester
bottle and 2 x Lady Million eau de parfum 5ml

+VAT Selection of toys including V-tech Switch
& Go Dinos, Nature Fun, Game Bounce, Magic
painting books, Aerobies etc

3600

+VAT Large bag of art & craft, stationery,
colouring pens, pencils, party accessories etc

3601

+VAT 2 Meerkat Baby Oleg & grub soft toys and
Safari Oleg

3602

+VAT Barbie collectable doll 'Winter Concert'

3603

+VAT 5 Lego model kits including City, Brick
Headz, Duplo etc and Lego Explorer magazines

3604

+VAT Selection of card games including Tarot,
Oracle, Cards Against Humanity etc

3579

+VAT Dolce & Gabbana : Light Blue Forever
eau de parfum 100ml & L'Imperatrice eau de
toilette 100ml

3580

+VAT Gucci Guilty eau de toilette 30ml & Gucci
Guilty Black eau de toilette 50ml

3581

+VAT Ralph Lauren Polo Red eau de toilette
125ml & Viktor & Rolf SpiceBomb Extreme eau
de parfum 90ml

3582

+VAT Marc Jacobs Daisy Dream eau de parfum
50ml, Elizabeth Arden Splendor eau de parfum
30ml & Vera Wang Look eau de parfum 100ml

3605

+VAT 7 Collectable Pop! vinyl figures including
Classic Sonic, Walking Dead Jesus, Batman,
Jiang Li etc

3583

+VAT Lacoste Touch of Pink eau de toilette
90ml, Tommy Girl Summer eau de toilette 100ml
& 1881 Cerrute eau de toilette 100ml

3606

3584

+VAT DKNU Woman eau de parfum 100ml & Be
Delicious eau de toilette 50ml

+VAT Selection of games including Monogamy,
Walkie Talkies, Sherlock Holmes detective
game, Snakes & Ladders, Spiderman backpack
etc

3607

3585

+VAT Carolina Herrera 212 Men Heroes Forever
Yound eau de toilette 90ml & Bad Boy eau de
toilette 50ml

+VAT 3 x Walt Dinsey Showcase Collectables
comprising : Tinker Bell Marionette, Marionette
Donald and Marionette Stand

3608

3586

+VAT Tiffany & Co eau de parfum 50ml

+VAT Bag of novelty toys, fidget pads, water
guns, medals etc
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3609

+VAT Collectable trading cards including
Pokémon, Yu-G-Uh! and others

3610

+VAT Acadamy Plastics Countach LP500S
model kit, 2 x D1 Grand Prix model kits and
German Motorcycle model kit

3611

3612

3627

+VAT Furbo Dog camera (af - no cables), Pet
microwave heat pad, litter scoop, lead, collars,
harness, boredom treat breaker, Animal ID tags
etc

3628

+VAT Matchbox James Bond License To Kill
model vehicles set, Scalextric racing car,
Fantasy plastic models, Citadel paints etc

+VAT Sass & Belle throw, Huggle blanket,
cushions, tea towels etc

3629

+VAT Walt Disney Showcase Marionettes Pluto,
Kenner Star Wars The Mandalorian figure,
Pokémon battle figure, Pocket Pop! figures etc

+VAT Fabric care kits, Decor transfers, Ant
Stop!, silver plated tray, LED glow tray, wicker
basket, radiator brushes and sundry items

3630

+VAT Under Armour Undeniable 5.0 Medium
Holdall

3631

+VAT Curtain holdbacks, Single duvet set,
pillowcases, flat sheet, oven gloves, tea towels,
prayer mats, door mat etc

3613

+VAT John Lewis Baxter Swirl stripe marine
pencil pleat curtains 167cm x 182cm

3614

+VAT Tommee Tippee & Nekan breast pumps,
Muslin swaddle, blanket, Marvel hooded towel
and cot cover

3632

+VAT Key Box, Fabric care kit, Incense, Blank
DVDs. Portable heater, storage baskets, drip
mats and sundry items

+VAT Whale watermaster hose, Window bird
feeder, Mini bbq & brush, Westminster Clock &
Thermostat, gazebo cover, tarpaulins etc

3633

+VAT Lilliput Lane Ornaments comprising Picnic
Paradise L2195, Nature's Doorway L2251,
Queen Alexandra's Nest L2281 and Honeybees
& Summer Breeze L3084

3634

+VAT LeMieux polo bandages, Pet carrier, coop
cup and dog play tug toys

3635

+VAT Small rug, fold up storage box and various
cushions

3636

+VAT Portable heater, Service it deep clean,
folding walking canes, drip mats, adhesive
labels, ornaments, and sundry items

3615

3616

+VAT Snuggle Blanket, bath mat, cushion
covers, towels etc

3617

+VAT Sofa cover, towels, shower curtains, tea
towels, ceiling & wall light fittings, Octopus
ornament and 3 Willow Tree ornaments

3618

+VAT 3 x Overboard 40L waterproof dry tube
bags

3619

+VAT Folding hand trunk, Targus 15.6" lap top
bag, 12L cool bag, Adidas duffle bag etc

3620

+VAT ResMed & F&P nasal masks, Urostomy
pouches, cast protector, Sharpsguard bucket
and Massage pillow

3637

+VAT King size duvet set, VW picnic blanket,
M&S throw, napkings, Dolly Hot Dogs oven
gloves, suit/dress covers etc

3621

+VAT Osprey WS0654 blue long 5mm Size
ST/32.5" wet suit and 2 Cressi adult snorkel
combo sets

3638

+VAT Connemara vintage style cast iron Road
sign

3639

+VAT Backpacks, iPad sleeve, tote bags, Lunch
box/cool bag, laundry basket, pet carrier etc

3640

+VAT Joules tote bag, Simbow backpack,
Millican utility pouch and Moleskine shoulder
bag

3622

+VAT Aerocomfort BHB-59 cycling rest bar, Ski
goggles, Speedo swimming goggles, exercise
mat, goal keeper glove, cricket balls,
Skateboard, Shuttlecocks, exercise straps etc

3623

+VAT Pro Elite Platinum Edition pull along duffle
bag

3641

+VAT Chilly's, Sho and other water bottles and
travel mugs

3624

+VAT John Lewis double fitted sheet, Percale
Dove King duvet cover and 228cm x 274cm
Pencil Pleat blackout linings

3642

+VAT Groegg, Pregnancy support, Otia portable
snoozer blinds, Junior fitted sheet, mattress pad,
buggy tray etc

3625

+VAT Robin Chunky & Super Chunky wool,
Baby yarn and Madame Tricote Paris wool,
wreath rings, length of fabric and leather strips

3643

+VAT Villeroy & Boch Vivo fondue set

3644

+VAT Gardena water flow meter, Easi-rake,
Wash brush, tarpaulin, planting bags and
outdoor wall clock

3645

+VAT Kilos Gear high back outdoor chair

3626

+VAT Belton Horse fleece rug, Wessex pony
headcollar and used saddle pad and halter
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3646

+VAT Russell Hobbs slow cooker, NutriBullet,
Samsung & other water filters, Coffee filters and
small storage containers

3647

+VAT Pizza Peel, cutlery basket, digital scales,
food waste bin, storage containers, Zara Home
bowls & mugs, coffee filter, cake boxes etc

3648

3649

3663

+VAT 3 lengths of Lapaix & Hitarget super wax
fabrics

3664

+VAT 2 Single mattress toppers

3665

+VAT XN8 Sports tri-fold yoga mat

3666

+VAT Rock Sunwave hard 4 wheel suitcase

+VAT Swiss Cupping set, R&P & ResMed nasal
masks, Philips tubing, wound dressings, filter
pads, Abdominal binder with pad, Valved
holding chamber etc

3667

+VAT 3 x 61cmx91.5cm Maxi Prime frames

3668

+VAT Big Ben 'Loving Couple' canvas, 2 Dibor
Heritage bloom cushions and 6 toilet roll holders

+VAT Adhesive labels, Hippo & Leopard
ornaments, telescope, telephone hand set,
radiator brushes and sundry items

3669

+VAT Pull along Hair Dresser / Beautician
accessory storage case

3670

+VAT Brunner Pearl Midday 12 pce melamine
dinner set, Brita Water Filter jug and Melamine
set of 4 bowls and 4 mugs

3650

+VAT Elipses scraper door mat, Surf changing
robe, throws, cushion covers, prayer mat etc

3651

+VAT Double duvet set, sofa covers, throws,
pillowcases, Leather care kits etc

3671

+VAT Dockatot Deluxe multi functional baby
dock

3652

+VAT 2 x Overboard waterproof dry tube bags,
Exped backpack water cover, Trek 3 Compact
self inflating mat and Tent & Awing spare pack

3672

+VAT Levitos gravity defying cosmos lamp

3673

+VAT Beauty technician accessory carry case
and wooden top and metal frame table

3653

+VAT Dyson, G-tech and other vacuum cleaner
parts, dust bags and a Raxter spray mop

3674

+VAT XN8 Tri-fold yoga mat

3654

+VAT 2 metal Unicorn garden ornaments and
Resin Chimpanzee ornament

3675

+VAT Daylight Mag Lamp XL

3676

3655

+VAT Display shelf, Fantasy Wire Fairy kit, Wall
clock, cosmetic organizer, painted ceramic tile,
Laminating pouches, salt inhaler, wooden wind
instruments and tripod

+VAT 2 x Orla Kiely flower design cushions and
4 waterproof garden seat pads

3677

+VAT Lego Technic helicopter kit (opened) and
Large plush octopus

3678

3656

+VAT Nano Leaf Shape Triangles kit, Wolf
security torches, 3D Illusion lamp, Flame effect
lantern, projection lamp, string ligths, lamp
shade etc

+VAT Bestways Fortech Queen sized airbed
with built-in ac pump

3679

+VAT Approx 2000 resealable plastic postal
bags

3657

+VAT Nevershare syringes, Endodontic
Irrigation syringe with needle, F&P nasal mask,
Serola belt, bandages etc

3680

+VAT Melissa & Doug Emperor Penguin soft toy

3681

3658

+VAT Chilly's, Yeti Rambler & other water
bottles, coffee mugs, Matte Rose Gold flutes,
water filters, Mandolin slicer, colander, non slip
matting etc

+VAT Approx 50 exercise books, 5 rolls
Gripping SteriTouch Stuff!, Gold paper and self
adhesive black sticky back plastic

3682

+VAT 2 garden planters, Pack of Seed & Cutting
compost and 5 wooden windchimes

3683

+VAT 16 function push up bar, cricket balls, golf
balls, tees, ski googles, Buoys, lifting straps, rifle
targets, groin protector, basketball nets etc

+VAT Gaberlee electric kettle, Killstar circular
rug and 2 lidded plastic storage bins

3684

+VAT 2 x 10kg bags of Pizza Fuel oven pellets

3660

+VAT Arean Fit & Fitbeast resistance bands,
Body building circle and yoga blocks

3685

+VAT Kina Vase

3686

3661

+VAT Garden Own ornament, drill powered
pump, pop-up poly cloches, solar water fountain,
indoor herb grow set, Bonsai tray, tarpaulin and
hose attachments

+VAT Garden Solar LED light wicker heart and
Metal garden Goose ornament

3687

+VAT Large bag of cushion / soft toy stuffing

3688

+VAT Large pet bed

3689

+VAT Toilet trainer ladder, My First Tech Trio
phone set, Play gun and accessories and party
plates, cups etc

3659

3662

+VAT Mixed bag including wool, bugaboo bee
adapter, baby carrier, lap top sleeve, bum bag,
cool bag etc
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3690

+VAT 2 exercise mats and a Telstar 8 tent
footprint

3691

+VAT Ladida My First Baby Bouncer

3692

+VAT Hyde & sleep 'the Pillow'

3693

+VAT 20 x 100 Penguin anti bacterial wipes and
8 x 100 Nitrile disposable gloves

3694

+VAT Therma-lite table top ironing board,
washing up bowl, Child ornament and Russell
Hobbs steam iron (af)

3718

+VAT Single bed sponge mattress

3719

+VAT 3 sun lounger tie on cushion pads

3720

+VAT Russell Hobbs 4 slice toaster and 10kg
Rice stocker

3721

+VAT Dyson Pure replacement filter

3722

+VAT Patient dry wipes, bird feeders, flat pack
clothes rack, cushion pads etc

3723

+VAT Pack of 2 hotel pillows

3695

+VAT 60cm Martini Vase and Black & Gold
house plant holder

3724

+VAT Easy Move Magnet Pro passive walking
machine

3696

+VAT Cast iron potjie pot

3725

+VAT 10cm super soft microfibre mattress toper

3697

+VAT 2 black garden trough planters and 10kg
bag of Sunflower hearts

3726

+VAT Rab Ascent 700 sleeping bag

3727

+VAT Set of 20kg dumb bells

3698

+VAT 1/5 Tog single anti allergy summer cool
duvet and 2 colourful lampshade

3728

+VAT Bush Classic retro bluetooth speaker

3700

+VAT Bucktons 150 wild bird energy balls

3729

+VAT Pukka foolscap box files, pencil holders,
Coffin shape money box etc

3701

+VAT Floor standing boxing punch bag

3730

+VAT Trtle yoga mat and small rug

3702

+VAT 2 garden tie on bench cushions and single
bed mattress topper

3731

+VAT Mini fridge

3703

+VAT 2 large picture frames, roll of bubble wrap,
pack of foam flooring, shower rail and broom

3732

+VAT 12.5kg hand weight

3761

+VAT Nikifini Naruto Perverted Hermit hoodie
(possibly used), size large (boxed)

3762

+VAT Nikifini Demon Slayer Zenitsu hoodie,
size medium (boxed)

3763

+VAT Free People Movement fleece jacket in
cream with multicoloured decoration, size small
(hanging)

3764

+VAT Michael Korrs convertible backpack in
black with star motif

3765

+VAT Bag containing selection of sportswear,
including Adidas, Nike, Lonsdale etc

3766

+VAT Bag containing selection of Primark bags,
various designs

3767

+VAT Michael Kors Mercer messenger bag

3768

+VAT Tory Burch taupe crocodile effect
shoulder bag

3769

+VAT Tory Burch Britten combo crossbody bag
in bark

3704

+VAT Graydon spring back cricket stumps

3705

+VAT Pair of Gola Belmont suede Size 11
trainers

3706

+VAT Large assortment of children's hair bands,
clips and hair accessories, water bottles,
earrings, bracelets, lip balms, Squishmallows
etc

3707

+VAT Safari cabin size 4 wheel hard suitcase

3708

+VAT WIK 9930 beer dispensing system

3709

+VAT Selection of Star Wars themed loose
Lego, manuals, magazines, multi drawer
storage container etc

3710

+VAT Chiccp pocket snack booster seat and cot
mattress

3711

+VAT XN8 four height aerobic stepper

3712

+VAT Large bag of cushion / soft toy stuffing

3713

+VAT Single bed sponge mattress

3770

3714

+VAT Booster seat, furniture covers, cushion
and 2 outdoor chair tie on cushion pads

+VAT MISBHV Electronic Beats t shirt (medium)
and hoodie (small)

3771

+VAT Bag containing selection of ladies'
clothing from Sezane, Joules, New Look and
Mistress Rocks

3772

Bag containing selection of children's clothing,
ranging from 4-8 years old, from Joules, Monna
Lisa and the Little White Company

3715

+VAT 4 Large picture frames

3716

+VAT Revair vacuum hose and filter, small rug
and 2 ceiling light fitments

3717

+VAT 2 x 9 tog cot duvet set
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3773

+VAT Bag containing selection of clothing from
Zara, Pull & Bear and Stradivarius

3795

+VAT Bag containing selection of rock clothing,
including Nirvana, Psychedelic Furs, Depeche
Mode, Elvis Presley, Elton John, The Beatles,
Lynyrd Skynyrd, the Smiths, T Rex, The Rolling
Stones etc

3774

+VAT Bag containing selection of clothing from
Zara and Stradivarius

3775

+VAT Bag containing selection of denimwear,
including Levi's, Stradivarius, Hugo Boss etc

3796

+VAT Pallet of mixed clothing

3776

+VAT Bag containing selection of
sportswear,including Nike, Adidas, Umbro etc

3797

+VAT Bag containing selection of sportswear,
including Nike, Adidas, Ripcurl etc

3777

+VAT Bag containing OVDY tracksuit tops and
joggers, all size medium

3798

+VAT Bag containing selection of denimwear,
including Stradivarius, Divided and New Look

3778

+VAT Bag containing women's clothing
including Sosandar, Roman, Pretty Little Thing
etc

3799

+VAT Levete Gymla knitted vest, size L/XL
(hanging)

3800

+VAT Bag containing selection of clothing,
including Pretty Little Thing, Dorothy Perkins,
Phase Eight, Club L etc

3801

+VAT Michael Schumacher Ferrari zip fleece
jacket, size XL (hanging)

3802

+VAT Bag containing clothing including Pretty
Lavish, Club L, Hush, Vesper, Karen Millen,
River Island, French Connection etc

+VAT Bag containing selection of Cos clothing,
sizes 6, 12, 14

3803

+VAT The North Face Apexflex Gore-Tex jacket
in grey, size Large (hanging)

3782

+VAT Pallet containing mixed men's and
women's clothing

3804

3783

+VAT Bag containing selection of Zara, Bershka
and Stradivarius clothing

+VAT Bag containing selection of clothing
including Arket, Atelier & Other Stories, Oliver
Bonas and Weekday

3805

+VAT Bag containing handbags and purses

3784

+VAT Bag containing selection of Shein clothing

3806

+VAT Pallet containing mixed adult clothing

3785

+VAT Bag containing selection of underwear

3807

3786

+VAT Bag containing accessories, including
gloves, scarves, belts etc

+VAT Bag containing Zara, Pull & Bear and
Stradivarius clothing

3808

+VAT Bag containing Zara and Bershka clothing

3787

+VAT Replay leather jacket, size XS (hanging)

3809

3788

+VAT Kurt Geiger crochet Kensington hobo bag

+VAT Passenger Spruce Sherpa fleece shirt,
size M

3789

+VAT The Oodie otter wearable blanket

3810

+VAT Bag containing denimwear, including
Motel, Warehouse, Missguided, Bershka etc

3790

+VAT Matthew Miller Untitled Mixed Media
sweatshirt with rear zip design, size medium
(hanging)

3811

+VAT Stone Island zip jacket (some signs of
use), size XL (hanging)

3791

+VAT A Bathing Ape logo t shirt, size medium
(hanging)

3812

+VAT The Batman zip hoodie, size large
(hanging)

3792

+VAT Brook Taverner striped blazer, size 42"
chest (hanging)

3813

+VAT Represent Owner's Club T shirt, size large
(hanging)

3793

+VAT Bag containing tops from Crew Clothing
Company, Ralph Lauren and Pretty Green, all
size large

3814

+VAT Bag containing selection of branded
sports t shirts, Adidas, Nike, Mercedes Benz,
Ferrari etc

3794

+VAT Bag containing clothing including Maniere
De Voire, Sosandar, Roman, Lucy & Yak etc

3815

+VAT Saintmind Reserved Saint T shirt, size
small (hanging)

3816

+VAT Bag containing sportswear, including
Nike, Adidas, Mckenzie etc

3817

+VAT Michael Kors shoulder bag

3779

+VAT Bag containing clothing including The
North Face, Paul & Shark, River Island etc

3780

+VAT Bag containing clothing including Roman,
River Island, Oasis, Oliver Bonas, and
Missguided

3781
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3818

+VAT Bag containing sportswear, including
Nike, Adidas, Hollister etc

3819

+VAT Childish Chunks hoodie, size XL (boxed)

3820

+VAT Carsicko blue padded jacket, size large
(hanging)

3821

+VAT Bag containing selection of ladies'
clothing, including Pretty Little Thing, Roman,
Monkl, Cos, Atelier & Other Stories etc

3822
3823

3842

+VAT Bag containing three pairs of Mott & Bow
jeans, two pairs sized W34/L30, one pair sized
W34/L32

3843

+VAT Philip Treacy silver clutch bag with vanity
mirror and dustbag

3844

+VAT Philip Treacy cream and brown clutch bag
with vanity mirror and dustbag

3845

+VAT Osprey Action Sports wetsuit, size
medium 34.5" (bagged)

+VAT KSI AOTP 2022 UK tour hoodie, size
small (hanging)

3846

+VAT Victoria Beckham linen/calf small zip
pouch in persimon orange with dustbag

+VAT Calvin Klein x Palace Tri-Ferg hoodie in
wheat, size small

3847

+VAT Calvin Klein x Palace tote bag with two
boxed Calvin Klein x Palace bralettes and one
boxed pair of Calvin Klein x Palace bikini
bottoms (all size small)

3848

+VAT Sealed box of three Calvin Klein x Palace
crew neck t shirts in grey, white and black (size
XS)

3849

+VAT One pair of Palace x Calvin Klein socks
(size L/XL), 2 pack of Palace x Calvin Klein
woven boxers (XS) and pair of black shorts (size
medium)

3824

+VAT Bag containing selection of ladies clothing
including Sosandar, Motel, Hotsquash etc

3825

+VAT Selection of Shein clothing

3826

+VAT A Bathing Ape pink camo full zip hoodie
(no size showing on garment)

3827

+VAT Selection of Stitch Fix clothing, sizes 10
and Small (coat) (bagged)

3828

+VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3829

+VAT Winnie the Pooh onesie, size small
(bagged)

3850

+VAT Pikeur Prime Collection Amara ladies
down coat in silver grey, size 42 (hanging)

3830

+VAT Burberry Sandringham trench coat size 6
(hanging)

3851

+VAT Michael Kors clutch bag in dark blue with
dust bag

3831

+VAT Bag containing selection of denimwear,
including Wrangler, Monkl, Pretty Little Thing etc

3852

+VAT Holebrook Sweden ladies' Edla fullzip
knitted windproof jacket with hood, size XS

3832

+VAT Mountain Warehouse full women's
wetsuit, size 20-22 (bagged)

3853

+VAT Holebrook Sweden mens' Classic knitted
windproof half zip sweater, size XS (hanging)

3833

+VAT Bag containing selection of sportswear
including Nike, Slazenger, Adidas etc

3854

+VAT Maggie Sottero Memories Imperial
wedding dress, size 8 (hanging)

3834

+VAT Bag containing selection of ladies'
clothing to include Monsoon, Misguided,
Fatface, Nasty Gal, Pretty Little Thing etc

3855

+VAT Two bags containing approximately 14
Turnholt camo hooded tops, various sizes

3835

+VAT Bag containing selection of ladies'
clothing to include Misspap, Missguided,
Fatface, etc

3856

+VAT Two bags containing approximately 14
Turnholt camo hooded tops, various sizes

3857

+VAT Box containing variety of branded ties

3836

+VAT Bag containing socks

3858

3837

+VAT Pallet containing mixed new and used
adult and childrens' clothing

+VAT Karen Millen x Nicolas Hughes Scenic
Skyline Prom dress, size 10 (hanging)

3859

+VAT Coach purse and card wallet

3860

+VAT Silver Cloud shawl and comforter gift set

3861

+VAT Alfred Angelo bridal dress in cream and
white (used condition), no size showing on
garment (comes in Wed2B carrying case)

3862

+VAT Bridge design floor lamp

3863

+VAT 2 Bridge design table lamps

3864

+VAT Igloo max cold cooler box

3865

+VAT Igloo max cold cooler box

3838

+VAT Pallet containing mixed new and used
adult and childrens' clothing

3839

+VAT Pallet containing mixed linen

3840

+VAT Marvel Japanese Spider-man t-shirt, size
small (hanging)

3841

+VAT Bag containing Milano leather lined belts,
various sizes
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3866

+VAT Igloo max cold cooler box

3891

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing &
Loungewear in various sizes including DKNY,
Jezebel

3867

Large hardshell Samsonite suitcase

3868

Large hardshell Samsonite suitcase in box

3892

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in
various sizes including Champion & Fila.

3869

Lego city set in display box

3870

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion Beige
Joggers in various sizes.

3893

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in
various sizes.

3871

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion Beige
Joggers in various sizes.

3894

+VAT A bag containing 15x Men's Jeans in
various sizes including Replay, Urban Star.

3872

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion Beige
Joggers in various sizes.

3895

+VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing &
Swimwear in various sizes, including Callaway.

3873

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing and
Loungewear in various sizes, including DKNY,
Jezebel.

3896

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in
Black & Grey in various sizes.

3897

3874

+VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

+VAT A bag containing 12x Ladies 32 Degree
Heat Black Fleece Jumpers in various sizes.

3898

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing and
Loungewear in various sizes, including Carole
Hochman.

3875

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in
various sizes, including Fila, Champion.

3876

+VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

3899

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in
various styles & sizes.

3877

+VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Jezebel
Lounge Sets in Black in various sizes.

3900

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in
various sizes.

3878

+VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

3901

+VAT A bag of Children's Clothing in various
sizes

3879

+VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

3902

+VAT A bag containing of mixed Clothing &
Loungewear in various sizes.

3880

+VAT A bag containing Ladies DKNY Joggers in
Beige and Green in various sizes.

3903

+VAT A bag containing mixed Clothing and
Loungewear in various sizes.

3881

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in
various sizes.

3904

3882

+VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

+VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in
various sizes, including Adidas, Kirkland,
English Laundry

3905

3883

A bag containing Men's Clothing in various
sizes.

+VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

3906

3884

+VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Carole
Hochman 3 Piece Lounge Sets in various sizes.

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Green Jumpers
in in various sizes

3907

3885

A bag containing Men's Clothing in various
sizes, including Fila.

+VAT A bag containing a selection of Socks,
Oven Gloves, Gloves, Knee Support.

3908

3886

+VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing and
Loungewear in various sizes. including Hilfiger &
Puma.

+VAT 2 x 90x160 blinds, Fibre Optic lamp and
Kenwood Frothie

3909

+VAT 3 packs of 3X shin pads

3910

+VAT 2 duck feather inner cushions pads and 6
chair seat cushions

3887

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in
various sizes, including Carole Hochman

3911

+VAT A bag containing 2x Grey Throws.

3888

+VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in
various sizes, including Spyder, Adidas

3912

+VAT Cool touch pillow and V shape support
pillow

3889

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing &
Loungewear in various sizes, including DKNY

3913

+VAT A bag containing 1x Single Night Owl
Duvet.

3890

+VAT A bag containing 12x Ladies 32 Degree
Heat Black Fleece Jumpers in various sizes.
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3914

+VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in
various sizes.

4022

Olympus Saturn silver mountain bike

3915

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing and
Loungewear in various sizes, including Jezebel,
32 Degrees Cool,

4023

White Spike ladies bike

4024

+VAT Electric scooter, no charger

3916

+VAT Jart skateboard bed and length of grip

4025

Purple Raleigh Pioneer ladies bike with front
basket

3917

+VAT Pair of Nine West heeled ankle boots in
black, size 11

4026

Purple Raleigh Pioneer ladies bike

4027

Viking light blue girls bike

3918

+VAT 2 blue 'In Loving Memory Cousin &
Nephew' memorial flower pots and vase

4028

+VAT Orus folding bike

3919

+VAT Pair of boxed Just Fab Giada heeled
shoes in black, size UK 6

4029

+VAT Barracuda Bolder gents mountain bike

4030

Sparta blue gents bike

3920

+VAT 3 x Amika Hair blow dryer brushes (used)

4031

White gents mountain bike with child bike at rear

3921

+VAT Sunlounger tie on cushion, Mobility aid
flat pack stool, cot mattress, picture frame and
Chalk notice board

4032

Gold Raleigh gents racing bike

4033

Rhino silver and blue BMX

3922

+VAT 9 assorted size and design jigsaw puzzles

4034

Bianchi blue gents mountain bike

3923

+VAT 2 Burago Bugatti model cars and 8
various Hot Wheel model cars

4035

Silver Dawes gents bike

4036

Tiger red and black gents bike

3924

+VAT Selection of coffee pods including
Tassimo, Kenco, Grind, Solimo etc

4037

Purple Raleigh gents mountain bike

3925

+VAT Flameless candle lights, Chrome bead
light shades, paper lamp shade, Stotta Ikea strip
lights, night light, Music scene light etc

4038

Trek black ladies bike

4039

Yellow Psycho Concept suspension mountain
bike

3926

+VAT Selection of Lynx body washes and
Radox bath soaks

4040

+VAT Ladies boxed flatpack bike

3927

+VAT Large selection of ground coffee in
various flavors including Pact, My Coffee
Station, Taylors and others

4041

Carrera silver gents mountain bike

4042

Bianchi green and yellow racing bike

4043

Blaze red and black childs bike

3928

4 New Urban Country massager bags

4044

Yellow micro folding bike

3929

+VAT 11 toys including Dino Dentist, Play-Doh,
Watergun backpack, R/C Thomas Tank, jigsaws
etc

4045

Brown BSA vintage racing cycle

4046

+VAT Magna purple ladies bike

3930

+VAT Bag containing 6 pale blue Peter Werth
polo shirts and 1 dark blue, all size medium

4047

Silver Cycle King Mountain bike

3931

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Jumper Dresses
in various colours and sizes

4048

+VAT Beacon silver semi-electric bike

4049

Green Apollo XC26 childs bike

3932

+VAT Nutribuddy Breakfast & Oat Milk, Nuzest
Clean Lean Protein, ABE Ultimate pre-workout
and CNP Full tilt

4050

Silver Pro mountain bike

4051

Bike frame and four bike wheels

4052

+VAT Razor electric scooter, no charger

4053

Two Giant bike wheels

4054

Boxed Viking Belgravia child's bike

3933

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in
various sizes, including DKNY.

3934

+VAT Modalu leather handbag in taupe with
dustbag

3935

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Carole Hochman
Loungewear in various colours & sizes.

3936

+VAT A bag containing 2x Beige Throws.

4021

+VAT Jetson electric bike, no charger
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4055

(2001) Carlight Commander 162EW Coach Built
Touring Caravan
Including twin fixed single beds, sink, oven,
fridge, shower, cassette toilet, heaters and
awning
Also Reich mover and ALKO hitch, upgraded
axle 1800kg, a large case of associated
paperwork, service history also included

4089

Red Homelite petrol powered bent shaft
strimmer

4090

Bauker petrol powered multi tool in box with
strimmer and chainsaw attachment

4091

Grey Swift battery powered strimmer with 1
battery, no charger

4092

Oregon electric chainsaw and hoe

+VAT 15ft x 8ft x 8ft steel container
professionally converted to a site office with
windows, secure door, lighting and power

4093

Flymo electric strimmer

4094

Green electric blow vac

4061

Small quantity of assorted garden tools inc.
shovels, forks, edging trowels etc.

4095

Stihl SS94 RC petrol powered brush cutter

4096

Spear & Jackson petrol powered chainsaw

4062

Piece of sound proofing material

4097

JCB petrol powered chainsaw

4063

Half underbay of water heater, wooden shelf,
vice, plant pots, tools,

4098

Florabest petrol powered chainsaw

4064

Flymo electric strimmer

4099

4065

Bosch electric blow vac

EGO battery powered hedgecutter with battery
and charger

4100

Green Qualcast electric strimmer

4066

Bosch electric chainsaw

4101

4067

Red True Shopping multi tool

+VAT Boxed MacCulloch petrol powered
strimmer (unit only)

4068

Honda petrol powered leaf blower with hand
saw, and sledgehammer

4102

Dominoes pizza sign

4103

+VAT 3 green water butts

4069

Stihl ES40 electric blow vac

4104

Thule roof box with key and roofbars

4070

Red petrol powered leaf blower

4105

+VAT 2 stacks of bamboo canes

4071

Efco petrol powered bent shaft strimmer

4106

+VAT 9 boxes of LED string lights

4072

Red petrol powered strimmer

4107

Flagpole

4073

2 x 20m Hozelock hose reel and attachments

4108

Hozelock pink water sprayers

4074

2 x 20m Hozelock hose reel and attachments

4109

4075

2 x 20m Hozelock hose reel and attachments

Box of Hozelock yellow water sprayers and hose
connectors

4076

2 x 20m Hozelock hose reel and attachments

4110

4077

2 x 20m Hozelock hose reel and attachments

Large and 2 small boxes of Hozelock watering
systems

4078

2 x 20m Hozelock hose reel and attachments

4111

4 Hozelock filters and spray head service kits

4079

2 x 20m Hozelock hose reel and attachments

4112

+VAT Boxed heron statues and metal
hedgehogs

4080

2 x 20m Hozelock hose reel and attachments

4113

+VAT 7 assorted pots

4081

2 x 20m Hozelock hose reel and attachments

4114

2 bags of post lights

4082

2 x 20m Hozelock hose reel and attachments

4117

5 assorted wooden vegetable crates

4083

2 x 20m Hozelock hose reel and attachments

4118

Wastemaster caravan container

4084

2 x 20m Hozelock hose reel and attachments

4119

3 large boxes of Hozelock watering systems

4085

2 x 20m Hozelock hose reel and attachments

4120

4086

4 x 20m hose with small attachments

Hozelock Bioforce pressurised pond filter with
UV clarifier

4087

4 x 20m hose with small attachments

4121

2 Hozelock pressure sprayers

4088

Flymo electric strimmer and a red petrol
powered Homelite strimmer

4122

2 Hozelock Bioforce UVC pond filters

4123

2 Hozelock Bioforce UVC pond filters

4056
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4124

2 Hozelock Bioforce UVC pond filters

4159

+VAT Rattan 3-seater sofa with canopy, 3 side
chairs, and small table with cushions

4125

15 pots of Hozelock water storing gel

4126

15 pots of Hozelock water storing gel

4160

Small metal framed foldup garden table and 2
chairs

4127

16 pots of Hozelock water storing gel

4161

+VAT 2 rattan style garden chairs and small
round glass topped coffee table

4128

+VAT 5 pet friendly salt tubs

4129

3 Hozelock flower showers

4162

+VAT Large cantilever parasol with plastic
weighted base

4130

3 Hozelock flower showers

4163

+VAT Large blue parasol with base

4131

+VAT 2 packs of bulbs and Instant Light
charcoal

4164

+VAT Rattan style bench seat with cream
cushion

4132

+VAT Globe light and pack of solar string lights

4165

4133

Childs wheelbarrow

+VAT Rattan style egg shaped single garden
hanging chair

4134

5 x 30m hose reels

4166

4135

5 x 30m hose reels

+VAT Rattan style egg shaped single garden
hanging chair

4167

4136

5 x 30m hose reels

Wooden square topped aluminium framed bistro
table with 4 matching chairs

4137

5 x 30m hose reels

4168

4138

5 x 30m hose reels

Wooden square topped aluminium framed bistro
table with 4 matching chairs

4139

5 x 30m hose reels

4169

+VAT 2 wooden foldup garden chairs

4140

5 x 30m hose reels

4170

Flatpack egg shaped lounger in parts form

4141

5 x 30m hose reels

4171

+VAT Outland boxed fire bowl

4142

Box of pond filter start

4172

+VAT Outland boxed fire bowl

4143

Boxed balance board

4173

+VAT Unboxed Outland fire bowl

4144

Splashdown kit bag containing waterproof jacket
trousers, wetsuit, and wet boots

4174

+VAT Metal framed garden lounger, bent leg

4175

+VAT Boxed Smoke Hollow BBQ, flatpack

4145

+VAT Rawr baby boxed dinosaur bike

4176

+VAT Boxed flatpack patio heater

4146

+VAT 2boxes containing veg truck

4177

+VAT Boxed parasol stand

4147

+VAT Blue reclining garden chair

4178

+VAT Firepit

4148

+VAT 3 Timber Ridge reclining garden chairs (1
damaged)

4179

+VAT Boxed Keter patio cooler box

4180

+VAT Boxed wooden lounger, flatpack

4149

Foam target

4181

+VAT Firepit

4150

+VAT Small Gardenline pizza oven

4182

+VAT Firepit

4151

+VAT Rectangular rattan table

4183

2 sheets of OSB board

4152

+VAT Rectangular rattan table

4184

Pallet of small pieces of OSB board

4153

2 rattan sofas, no cushions

4185

Small quantity of batten

4154

+VAT Round rattan garden table

4186

+VAT Pallet of wooden log roll edging

4155

+VAT 4 foldup grey and black garden chairs

4187

4x assorted water butts

4156

+VAT Small pizza oven

4188

2 small Butler sinks

4157

+VAT Round tiletop garden table and 2 swivel
chairs

4189

Orange metal square garden table with 3 chairs

4158

+VAT Rattan 3-seater sofa with canopy, 3 side
chairs, and small table with cushions

4190

Orange metal square garden table with 3 chairs

4191

Large wooden barred gate
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4192

10 pieces of garden terracotta colour edging

4228

10 sheets of plywood

4193

3 assorted pots

4229

Pallet of wooden posts

4194

2 small water features

4230

Pallet of assorted lengths of various timber

4195

4 large posts

4231

Pallet of long lengths of old timber

4196

Rectangular wooden foldup garden table and 6
chairs

4232

11x large planks

4233

Large pallet of planked wood

4197

4 pieces of metal fence railing

4234

Large pallet of planked wood

4198

Small quantity of plastic pots

4235

8 pieces of rough sawn planked wood

4199

Large pallet of terracotta plant pots

4236

10 pieces of 4x2 timber

4200

Round metal mesh garden table and 4 chairs

4237

10 pieces of rough sawn timber

4201

Wooden flatpack garden table and 2 chairs

4238

10 pieces of 4x2 timber

4202

Round metal aluminium garden table and 4
chairs

4239

10 pieces of 3x2 timber

4203

Wooden garden bench

4240

10x large lengths of timber

4204

Rectangular wooden garden table and chair

4241

10 pieces of 6x2 timber

4205

4-shelf orange and blue metal rack

4242

10 pieces of C24 timber

4206

Walk Behind hand forklift

4243

5 assorted pieces of 3x5 timber

4207

Large hay turner

4244

5 pieces of 5x2 timber

4208

Large Sutton Machinery brush attachment for
tractor

4246

Ransomes 350D 4WD 5 Gang Mower, with 12ft
cut, year 1992

4209

14 pieces of terracotta colour edging and 7
posts

4247

2 concrete dogs

4248

2x concrete pots with feet

4210

2 pallets of blue metal racking

4249

2 rectangular concrete pots

4211

Grey metal double section racking

4250

Half barrel planter with pump

4212

14 blue stacking crates

4251

Large aluminium cooking pot

4213

2 plastic fold down crates

4252

Large firepit/BBQ

4214

Large pallet of planked timber

4253

4215

Large chicken house on wheels

+VAT Double rattan egg shaped hanging garden
chair

4216

Pallet of assorted stone

4254

+VAT Vintage metal planter with stand

4217

Bag of wooden offcuts

4255

+VAT Artificial rubber tree

4218

4 painted oil drums and 3 fire buckets

4256

+VAT Tobin Sports boxed inflatable dinghy

4219

Pallet of wooden flooring

4257

+VAT BodyGlove bagged paddle board

4221

10 pieces of long lengths of C24 timber

4258

Orange & black golf bag with qty. assorted clubs

4222

Wooden garden picnic bench

4259

Power Caddy golf bag

4223

Work station with taps on trolley

4260

Titleist golf bag and a qty. of assorted clubs

4224

10 pieces of OSB board

4261

4225

Bag of kindling/wooden offcuts

Black Hippo golf bag with quantity of clubs and
golf trolley

4262

Blue popup gazebo

4226

Bag of wooden offcuts

4263

+VAT Yellow inflatable dinghy

4227

3x pallets assorted pots, water features, parasol
stand, etc.

4264

+VAT Kirkland KS1 putter
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4265

+VAT Intex inflatable dinghy

4301

Dark brown UPVC door frame and side window

4266

Intex inflatable dinghy

4303

Quantity of plasterers edging beading

4267

+VAT Quantity of camping items inc. small
chairs, kettle, hob, and 2 green loungers

4304

Quantity of plasterers internal beading

4305

+VAT Blue wind out parasol

4268

2 Tesco Gazebos

4306

+VAT Large Bulmers advertising parasol

4269

Horse blanket

4307

Set of plastic steps and aluminium stepladder

4270

Quantity of pool balls and water bottles

4308

+VAT Flatpack prism shaped patio heater

4271

+VAT Hidden Wild camping bed

4309

+VAT Flatpack storage box by Keter

4272

Plastic foldup ramp

4310

Bifold door

4273

Beach windbreak, and swingball game

4311

6 pine internal doors

4274

+VAT Core 12 person boxed tent

4312

5 assorted radiators

4275

+VAT Core 6 person tent

4313

Pack of warm up ultra light insulation boards

4276

+VAT Coleman popup shelter

4314

Roll of scaffolding mesh

4277

+VAT Coleman popup shelter

4315

4278

+VAT Bagged popup gazebo

+VAT 2 x Rotary clothes lines and metal edging
strip

4279

+VAT Boxed gazebo

4316

Wooden triangular display rack

4280

+VAT Boxed gazebo

4317

Galvanised wheelbarrow

4281

+VAT Quantity of camping chairs and blowup
mattress

4318

Husqvarna petrol powered rotary mower no
grass box

4282

+VAT 6 Tommy Bahama beach chairs and
parasol

4319

Yellow petrol powered rought cut mower

4321

4283

Large foldup dog cage

Quad Track 45 green petrol powered rotary
mower with grass box

4284

+VAT Longridge Dri golf bag

4322

Qualcast scarifier

4285

+VAT Easy Glide 3 wheeled golf trolley, boxed

4323

4286

+VAT Easy Glide 3 wheeled golf trolley, boxed

Green petrol powered rotary mower with grass
box

4287

+VAT Easy Glide 3 wheeled golf trolley

4324

Wolfgarten petrol powered scarifier

4288

+VAT Easy Glide 3 wheeled golf trolley

4325

+VAT Small statue of a laughing Buddha

4289

1920s wooden and glazed front door

4326

Mountfield red petrol powered rotary mower with
grass box

4290

Aluminium step ladder

4327

4291

+VAT Pro Shade boxed parasol

Qualcast green petrol powered cylinder mower
with grass box

4292

+VAT Pro Shade boxed parasol

4328

Grey Mountfield petrol powered rotary mower
with grass box

4293

Multi position ladder with boards

4329

Qualcast electric scarifier

4294

Cast iron vintage fire surround

4330

4295

Wooden and metal 5 tread stepladder

Mountfield red petrol powered rotary mower with
grass box

4296

3-section aluminium ladder and 2 stepladders

4331

4297

Quantity of wooden panelling

Champion red petrol powered rotary mower with
grass box

4332

4298

Pine part glazed internal door

Power Performance red electric mower with
grass box

4299

Quantity of tongue and groove timber

4333

Black & Decker electric mower with grass box

4300

Quantity of short lengths of timber

4334

Black & Decker electric mower with grass box
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4335

Galvanised wheelbarrow

4369

+VAT Mira electric shower and 2 toilet seats

4336

Qualcast push mower

4370

+VAT Black kitchen tap

4337

Qualcast electric mower with grass box

4371

Kitchen mixer tap

4338

Bosch electric mower with grass box

4372

Bidet

4339

Qualcast green electric mower with grass box

4373

+VAT Qty flat pack cardboard boxes

4340

Alco yellow electric garden shredder

4374

+VAT Mascerator cleaner, sanitiser and brush

4341

Atco green electric garden shredder

4375

+VAT Illuminated bathroom mirror

4342

Qualcast small electric garden tiller

4376

Large roll of bubblewrap

4343

2x concrete lions

4377

Thin roll bubble wrap

4344

2x large concrete gatekeepers with swords

4378

3 rolls of loft insulation

4345

Grey and black coloured concrete Buddha

4379

Plastic bath and panel

4346

2x small concrete gatekeepers

4380

+VAT Boxed flexible solar panel

4347

2x concrete gargoyles

4381

4348

2x concrete wildcats

+VAT Flatpack barber's chair and back wash
station

4349

Concrete statue of a dog with puppies

4382

Quantity of assorted wall tiles

4350

Large pallet of chipboard sheets

4383

Some plant halos, 3x plastic buckets and some
pieces of wood

4351

Large pallet of thin lengths of OSB sheets

4384

Quantity of assorted lights

4352

Large pallet of shipboard sheets

4385

+VAT Boxed Pro Ship scales

4353

Large pallet of OSB sheets

4386

4354

Pallet of assorted carpet tiles

+VAT Mira Sport shower unit only, with 2 Water
Pik shower heads

4355

+VAT 4 Weller style trailer wheels with 225-7515" tyres

4387

2 x 100m surveyor style tape measures

4388

2 unboxed heavy duty platform scales

4356

+VAT 4 Weller style trailer wheels with 225-7515" tyres

4389

5x boxes hand sanitiser

4357

+VAT 4 Weller style trailer wheels with 225-7515" tyres

4390

+VAT 1.5 bowl stainless steel sink

4391

12 boxes of white wall lights

4392

+VAT Perspex sheets, roll of plastic pipe,
insulation material and small spirit level with
measure

4393

+VAT Sycamore Lodge pet cage, flatpack

4394

+VAT Boxed popup gazebo

4395

Quantity of assorted lighting panels

4396

2 boxes of flatpack furniture parts, door curtain
and blind

4397

Bisley 2-door metal stationery cupboard

4398

+VAT Large quantity of assorted furniture parts,
inc. PVC folding doors, etc.

4399

Set of plastic wheeled drawers

4400

Small table, folding chair, aluminium table, etc.

4401

+VAT Pallet containing fan guards, storage box,
electric fence posts, display rack etc.

4358

+VAT 4 Weller style trailer wheels with 225-7515" tyres

4359

+VAT 4 large access platform wheels and tyres

4360

+VAT 4 large access platform wheels and tyres

4361

2 large pallets of flatpack furniture parts
(incomplete)

4362

+VAT Pallet of assorted linbins

4363

4 assorted radiators

4364

Boxed electric fire

4365

4 boxes containing switches sockets, ceiling
rose, downlights etc.

4366

Wood burner style electric fire

4367

Qty. plastic trays

4368

Boxed light
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4402

+VAT Pallet containing 1000kg portable
overhead crane

4435

+VAT Pallet containing blinds, towlings, rolls of
plastic sheeting, carpet tiles, etc

4403

+VAT Black high back executive style swivel
armchair

4436

+VAT 12 plastic storage boxes with lids

4437

+VAT Pallet of assorted high current cable

4404

+VAT Grey/black executive style high back
swivel armchair

4438

4405

+VAT Black highback executive style swivel
armchair

+VAT 8 hydraulic radial piston Matasord
gearboxes

4439

4406

Mini round edged 3-drawer pedestal

+VAT 8 hydraulic radial piston Matasord
gearboxes

4440

4407

46 red Clarke metal framed stacking chairs

+VAT 8 hydraulic radial piston Matasord
gearboxes

4408

2x metal framed wooden topped tables

4441

4409

Medical cabinet

+VAT 8 hydraulic radial piston Matasord
gearboxes

4410

+VAT Grey and black highback executive style
swivel armchair

4442

+VAT Box of 20 Barnstein Limit switch plungers
with snap on action

4411

+VAT Boxed Woods portable air con unit

4443

+VAT Box of 20 Barnstein Limit switch plungers
with snap on action

4412

+VAT Boxed Woods portable air con unit

4444

4413

+VAT Boxed Woods portable air con unit

+VAT Box of 13 Barnstein Limit switch plungers
with snap on action

4414

+VAT Boxed Woods portable air con unit

4445

+VAT 9 Delta Q 24V battery chargers

4415

+VAT Box Woods portable air conditioning unit

4446

+VAT 9 Delta Q 24V battery chargers

4416

+VAT Black highback executive style swivel
armchair, broken arm

4447

+VAT 10 Delta Q 24V battery chargers

4448

+VAT 5 boxes of electric actuator American
Governors

4449

+VAT 5 boxes of electric actuator American
Governors

4450

+VAT 5 boxes of electric actuator American
Governors

4451

+VAT 3 boxes of electric actuator American
Governors

4417

+VAT 2 black contemporary style swivel
armchairs, one with broken wheel

4418

Grey cloth mesh back swivel armchair

4419

+VAT Black cloth mesh back swivel armchair
with one arm

4420

+VAT Foldup black massage bed

4421

+VAT 3 assorted adjustable tables

4452

+VAT 33 Eaton Qverertre cartridges

4422

+VAT 3 grey chrome based bar stools

4453

+VAT 20 Eaton Qverertre cartridges

4425

+VAT 12V Ducker power pack

4454

+VAT 20 Eaton Qverertre cartridges

4426

+VAT 48V Zivan battery charger

4455

+VAT 20 Eaton Qverertre cartridges

4427

+VAT Noram centrifugal boxed clutch

4456

+VAT 2 x 255cc- REV wheel motors

4428

+VAT Box of 48V Allright switches

4457

+VAT Delta Q IC1200 24V battery charger

4429

+VAT 2 Bucher hydraulic power units and
contractors Bright Light

4458

+VAT Arcan trolley jack

4430

+VAT Boxed heavy duty commercial storage
cabinet

4459

SuperSer paraffin heater

4460

Honda EB2800 petrol powered generator

4461

+VAT 28-A motor controllers

4462

+VAT 28-A motor controllers

4463

Pallet of assorted items to inc. gas fire, paint
rollers, saws, tools, door stop, toolboxes etc.

4464

+VAT 2 wooden van racks

4431

+VAT 2 aluminium sack trucks, one with bent
wheel

4432

Yellow 2-wheel sack truck

4433

GLite Pro foldup wheelchair

4434

K -Chair disability electric wheelchair
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4465

Wood burning style electric fire

4497

Bosch router and a Black & Decker sander

4466

2-drawer metal unit with various assorted tools

4498

Electric drill and a floodlight

4467

Sand blasting pot

4499

Pack of work gloves

4468

Numatic industrial style vaccum

4500

4469

Large pallet of assorted items inc. saws,
toolboxes, silicon, socket sets, chisels

Underbay of assorted tools to include a hot-air
gun, mitre saw, respirator, glue gun etc.

4501

+VAT 4 boxes containing various tools to
include sanders, sanding discs, surforms,
fixings, saws, spirit levels etc.

4502

+VAT Underbay containing spanners, car lights,
toolboxes, 2 trolley jacks and various other tools

4503

Vista lockable case cont. monocular/scope, tape
measure, worklight and a jig

4470

Large pallet of assorted items inc. screwboxes,
vice, small tools, worklights, etc.

4471

+VAT Large pallet of assorted laminate flooring

4472

Large pallet of hand sanitiser

4473

4 plastic 4-wheel skates

4474

+VAT Large pallet containing assorted items
silicon, screws, books, inner tubes, handles,
fixings, cloth, ratchet straps etc.

4504

+VAT Evolution 110v Magbase drill

4505

Titan breaker, nut runner, WorkZone nailer and
a Black & Decker screwdriver

4475

+VAT Novera pagola in 5 boxes

4506

4 used 12v batteries

4476

+VAT Flat pack Deckboy storage box

4507

4477

Alloy wheel and tyre

Clark battery drill, PowerBase jigsaw and a
Black & Decker jigsaw

4478

4 alloy wheels and tyres

4508

4479

+VAT Aluminium sack truck

Stanley FatMax toolbox containing various tools
to include Lazy Tong riveter, hammers,
spanners, screwdrivers etc.

4480

+VAT Aluminium sack truck

4509

4481

+VAT Aluminium sack truck

2 boxes of assorted items to include cine reels
and RS Components clips

4482

Expansion vessel, downlights, and Kingfisher
LED light

4510

Box containing cantilever toolbox with spanners,
fuel can and various other tools

4483

Box of assorted paslode nails

4511

Small woodworking vice in a basket

4484

Metal guillotine

4512

+VAT Pipe bender with Bauer holecutter set,
drillbit set, sanding pad etc.

4485

High speed pillar drill

4513

4486

Small vice and spoke shave

Wooden art set, box of spanners, punch,
screwdrivers and various other tools

4487

2x 110v 3.5" angle grinders

4514

Makita circular saw

4488

+VAT Box of M5x75 spring toggles and a box of
approx. 40 Delta hex-head anchor screws

4515

4489

Small wooden box of assorted nails

Box containing a large quantity of assorted tools
to include screwdrivers, saws, grinding/cutting
discs, wire brushes, ratchet clamps, drillbit set,
chisel, nails, hinges and various other tools

4490

Plastic box containing windscreen washer
protector pack, hot-air handgun, saw, jigsaw,
tile-cutter and a wallpaper stripper

4516

2 post lights

4517

FULL-APP switch box

4491

Worx reciprocating saw

4518

2 boxes containing door numbers and
door/window furniture

4492

Hinge jig

4519

4493

+VAT 2 boxes of 75w inverters

Plastic crate containing gate hinges, screws,
nails and various other fixings

4494

3 boxes of safety goggles

4520

4495

Box of lorry straps

Small 2-wheel sacktruck and a WorkZone
toolbox containing various screws, nails, drillbits,
hammers, screwdrivers etc.

4496

4 boxes containing various tools, fire
extinguisher, car lock, mitre saw, battery
charger, compressor etc.

4521

Blue cantilever toolbox containing spanners and
a black plastic toolbox containing various
accessories and a small drill
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4522

2 fixings boxes containing various plumbing
fittings

4523

Ground safe box

4524

+VAT Shrinkfast gas-powered shrinkwrap
machine

4525

Box containing 5 roadworks lights and G10
bulbs

4526

+VAT Sparky heavy-duty drill

4527

Box of vintage tools to include cobbler's lasts,
spanners, screwdrivers, files, nuts, bolts, fixings
etc.

4552

Halfords battery charger and a footpump

4553

+VAT ? level

4554

+VAT Boxed CAT jumpstart kit, no charger

4555

+VAT Boxed CAT jumpstart kit, no charger

4556

+VAT Underbay of car-related items and
cleaning items to include chamois leathers,
cleaning cloths, wash brushes, wiperblades,
grabbers etc.

4557

+VAT 2 boxes of Castrol Magnatec 5W30 oil

4558

+VAT Box of approx. 20x 5" masonry block
brushes

4559

Clark 3 ton trolley jack

4560

Boxed Hozelock heavy-duty pressure washer

4528

4 boxes containing a Bosch 110v drill, socket
set, Parkside drill and Scorpion saw

4529

Small Black & Decker workbench and a bagged
lightbox

4561

+VAT Boxed Karcher window vac

4530

+VAT Box containing 2 fuel cans, grease pumps
and funnels

4562

+VAT 9 bottles of upholstery cleaner

4531

2 space-savings wheels and tyres

4563

+VAT Approx. 20 masonry block paintbrushes

4532

Set of bamboo drain rods

4564

+VAT 24 tubes of Unibond fine filler

4533

3 vintage fuel cans, an RAC, AA and Caravan
Club badge

4565

+VAT Box of 12 Unibond fine filler

4566

2 gate hinges and a gate latch

4534

Towball

4567

4535

DeWalt 12v battery drill with 2 batteries and
charger

+VAT 2 boxes containing approx. 24 cans of
brake cleaner

4568

+VAT 2 bottles of Castrol Magnatec 5W30 oil

4536

Quantity of SDS drillbits

4569

+VAT Box of M10 masonry anchors

4537

+VAT Distance meter, multi-purpose light and a
dashcam

4570

Bag of motorcycle gloves

4538

Quantity of router bits

4571

2 bath/shower mixers

4539

MasterLock safe

4572

Quantity of brick-style tiles

4540

Swan floodlight security system

4573

+VAT Nilfisk electric pressure washer with patiocleaning head

4541

+VAT Yale home alarm system

4574

4542

+VAT 2 pairs of white skis

+VAT Bosch UniversalAquatak 130 electric
pressure washer

4543

Pioneer radio and a Clarion radio

4575

4544

2 vintage metal fuel cans, 3 oil cans and a
floorboard cramp

+VAT Bosch Aquatak Advanced 140 electric
pressure washer with patio-cleaning head

4576

4545

+VAT PSX jumpstart kit

+VAT Bosch Aquatak 140 electric pressure
washer with bagged patio-cleaning head

4577

4546

+VAT 2 DeWalt toolbags

+VAT Bosch Advanced Aquatak 140 electric
pressure washer with patio-cleaning head

4547

+VAT 2 boxes containing 6-75w inverters

4578

Drummond Bros. metalworking lathe

4548

+VAT Well-used DeWalt toolbag and 2 small
drill bags

4579

+VAT Clark 700w generator

4580

3 tins of Farrow & Ball paint

4549

2 Mercedes car-cleaning kits

4581

Small mini woodworking lathe

4550

+VAT Large wing mirror and a spare wheel jack
set

4582

10 bowling pins

4551

+VAT DeWalt 110v screwgun

4584

Box of assorted lights
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4585

+VAT 6 boxes of AA batteries

4611

4586

Underbay containing large core-cutter,
galvanized clips, ladder stay and various other
items

+VAT Windscreen wipers, back seat mirror, car
bin, Warning triangle, trailer connector cable, car
tags, badges, screen film etc

4612

+VAT Large roll of vehicle liner and car seat
covers

4613

+VAT Car handle, dent suction pad, auto
stethoscope, auto cleaning and maintenance
products etc

4614

+VAT Motorbike & bicycle parts including
Brooks saddle, inner tubes, Shimano chain,
motorbike chain, brake pads, motorcycle cover,
handle leavers, pump etc

4615

+VAT Dainese D-air Street Smart F.2
Motorcycle Jacket

4616

+VAT Garmin sat nav, in-car camera, car
CD/radio, mobile phone holders, Car MP5
player etc

4617

+VAT Emergency auto power bank, jump starter
and battery pulse chargers

4587

Air hose, small core bit and standpipe keys

4588

2 large pressurised vessels

4589

Large quantity of cream mosaic tiles

4590

Box of assorted chemicals to include moss,
mold & algae remover, transmission fluid,
general degreaser etc.

4591

Box containing flashing light, jewellery cleaner,
printer etc.

4592

Electric air-con unit

4593

+VAT 3 Toolmaster folding sacktrucks

4594

2x small lights

4595

+VAT Quantity of blue roll

4596

Box cont. various bulbs and switches and heater

4618

+VAT Qicycle portable electric P1 air inflator

4597

+VAT Small pressure washer, large vice and 2
boxes of tools including Allen keys, drill bits,
saws etc

4619

+VAT Fod Sports FX8 Air helmet bluetooth
intercom

4598

4 boxes of assorted items including bulbs, locks,
lights, toilet conversion kits etc

4620

+VAT 6 x Bulldog Bulldoza 5" Trench Shovel
with long handle

4599

+VAT Small electric hob and a catalytic heater

4621

+VAT 6 x Bulldog Bulldoza 5" Trench Shovel
with long handle

4600

Small Karcher 300 electric pressure washer

4622

4601

+VAT Pair of Schwalbe M The Original
Marathon Plus 28x1.40 bicycle tyres

+VAT 6 x Bulldog Bulldoza 5" Trench Shovel
with long handle

4623

+VAT Pair of Tincci 3mm anti-puncture 700 x
35C bicycle tyres

+VAT 6 x Bulldog Bulldoza 5" Trench Shovel
with long handle

4624

4603

+VAT Pair of Tincci 60TPI 3mm anti-puncture 26
x 1.95 bicycle tyres

+VAT 6 x Bulldog Bulldoza 5" Trench Shovel
with long handle

4625

4604

+VAT Pair of Momentum Demolition 20 x 2.35
bicycle tyres

+VAT 6 x Bulldog Bulldoza 5" Trench Shovel
with long handle

4626

+VAT 6 x Bulldog Bulldoza 5" Trench Shovel
with long handle

4602

4605

+VAT Noco GBX55 jump start

4606

+VAT Noco GB40 jump starter

4627

+VAT 6 x Bulldog Bulldoza 5" Trench Shovel
with long handle

4607

+VAT Noco GB40 jump starter

4628

4608

+VAT Noco GB40 jump starter

+VAT 6 x Bulldog Bulldoza 5" Trench Shovel
with long handle

4609

+VAT UCP bearing units, Ford Latch, steering
wheels, rear light units, wing mirror, Cable chock
carburetor, filters, wheel arch trim, electric cable
and other car spare parts

4629

+VAT 6 x Bulldog Bulldoza 5" Trench Shovel
with long handle

4630

+VAT Large selection of spray paints including
High Temperature, Stove, Metallic, Alloy wheel
etc

4631

+VAT Vehicle products including Montage
cleaner, Choke & Carb cleaner, Tyre foam,
Brake & Parts cleaner etc

4632

+VAT 7 cans of Detecta gas

4610

+VAT Cruize wheel spacers, turbo hose,
common rail injector, transformer, wheel locks
and assorted car spare parts
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4633

+VAT WD40, Expanding foam, Duck oil,
Adhesive, Graffiti remover, Mitre bond, varnish
etc

4664

+VAT Boxed Winix air purifier

4665

+VAT Unboxed DeLonghi oil filled radiator

4634

+VAT Box of 40 Polaris 2D 4 Pin 28w square
light bulbs

4666

+VAT Grey DeLonghi oil-filled radiator

4667

+VAT Grey DeLonghi oil-filled radiator

4635

+VAT Box containing motorcycle spare panels

4668

3x dehumidifiers

4636

+VAT Erbauer ESC1400w circular saw

4669

+VAT 2 Ford Ranger rear lights

4637

+VAT Dislok steering wheel lock

4670

Small Dimplex electric heater

4638

+VAT 6 large rolls of shrink wrap

4671

Beldray boxed wall fire

4639

+VAT 2 Standard O shape design toilet seats
and ceiling light fitting

4672

4 small fan heaters

4640

+VAT Makita jigsaw and accessories

4673

+VAT LED utility light

4641

+VAT Viparspectra LED light, Public Notice
board and quantity of draught excluder strips

4675

+VAT Yellow pump truck

5001

4642

+VAT 23 rolls of black and clear shrink wrap

4643

+VAT Yale Smart Home CCTV XL kit and Yale
all in one outdoor camera

Large quantity of blue and white china including
Masons, Spode and other makers, lidded
tureen, ginger jars, tea cups, plates, saucers,
coffee pots, tea pots, 'Willow Pattern' servers
etc.

4644

+VAT Yuasa YBX 3000 car battery

5002

4645

Nutool battery drill, 1x battery and charger

Doulton pot and a Rye pot decorated with leaf
pattern

4646

+VAT 2 packs of magnetic stop start 5w30 oil

5003

Oil on board of young girl

4647

+VAT Karcher electric pressure washer with
attachments

5004

Bow fronted 2 over 3 chest of drawers

5005

Glazed single door cupboard over single door
with floral inlay

5006

2 necklace display boards and a resin figure of a
young girl

4648

+VAT 20 masonry paint brushes

4649

+VAT 1000 large disposable gloves

4650

Stanley box safe

5007

Demi-lune folding table on tapered legs

4651

Mac Allister palm sander, extension cable and a
JCB drill

5008

3 assorted framed and glazed pictures of
riverside scenes and railways scenes

4652

2 packs of blue tiles

5009

Dark wood grandfather clock

4653

+VAT Quantity of click together vinyl flooring

5010

Hardwood spindle back chair

4654

2 boxes containing bungees, sprayer, security
locks, glue sticks, curtain brackets etc

5011

4 abstract framed and glazed pictures

4655

Mitre saw and a electric sander

5012

Quantity of oriental framed prints

4656

*Withdrawn*

5013

Large framed and glazed oriental silk print of
herrings

4657

*Withdrawn*

5014

2 framed and glazed prints

4658

+VAT Red bucket containing screen wash, car
cleaning chemicals and diesel turbo cleaning
kits

5015

Framed and glazed Pear's print of two children
at play

4659

+VAT Meaco air conditioning unit

5016

+VAT (6) Large rectangular multi faceted mirror
with grey frame

4660

+VAT Unboxed Princess air conditioning unit

5017

4661

+VAT Unboxed Princess air conditioning unit

2 framed and glazed collections of cigarette
cards - 1 of trains and 1 of sports plus a panel of
steam engine rally signs

4662

+VAT Boxed Winx air purifier

5018

+VAT (8) Large smoked glass rectangular mirror

4663

+VAT Boxed Winx air purifier

5019

Concrete urn with cherubs
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5020

18 poster and a print depicting Italian life

5021

Pair of grey cloth 3 seater sofas

5022

Pair of acrylic on canvas paintings of ships at
battle

5049

Framed and glazed picture of a mountainous
river

5050

Framed and glazed picture of a street scene

5051

Acrylic on board of mountain scene

5023

Framed and glazed print of lady admiring the
view

5052

Framed and glazed watercolour of countryside
scene

5024

4 framed pictures of young ladies

5053

5025

Large quantity of framed abstract paintings

Large quantity of assorted pictures to include
mountain scenes, forest scenes etc

5026

Two mirrors - one of woven effect and one of
tray effect

5054

Large quantity of assorted pictures to include
embroideries, oriental embroideries, parlour
scenes etc

5027

Framed and glazed picture of countryside scene
signed R Morgan

5055

Oil on canvas of highland cattle

5028

Framed and glazed watercolour of a street side
scene signed Reg Butler 1980

5056

Collection of cigarette cards to include racing
cards, motor bikes and birds

5029

Framed and glazed sketch of countryside scene

5057

3 framed and glazed collections of post cards

5030

Six assorted pictures of countryside scenes,
stagecoach scenes etc

5058

Framed and glazed picture of girl with donkeys

5059

Framed and glazed picture of prairie scene

5031

Large quantity of assorted pictures to include
railway scenes, family scenes etc

5060

Framed and glazed picture of young lady
holding flowers

5032

Collection of 4 miniature pictures to include
portraits, countryside scenes, riverside scenes

5061

Large rectangular mirror

5033

Hardwood wooden plaque commemorating
William 1830-1837

5062

Framed acrylic on board painting of family
meeting

5034

Framed and glazed oriental embroidery

5063

Commemorative wall clock from Luton Model
and Timber Supplies

5035

Pair of pictures to include street side scene and
one other

5064

5036

2 paintings of riverside scenes

Quantity of paintings, pictures and embroideries
to include riverside scenes, seascapes and
portraits

5037

Framed and glazed picture of ship at sea

5065

3 collectible presentation CD's of David Bowie
and Queen

5038

Framed and glazed embroidery of 2 birds

5066

2 oval framed portraits of young girls

5039

Oil on board of young girl meditating by Mrs A E
Jones

5067

Framed picture entitled 'Our Adventures'

5040

2 pictures depicting hunting scenes and
riverside scenes

5068

2 framed collections of cigarette cards depicting
racing cars and buses

5041

3 assorted still life of flower

5069

Copper bed warming pan

5042

Pair of pictures depicting gentlemen playing
musical instruments

5070

Quantity of oriental embroideries

5071

3 assorted plant stands - bamboo and wrought
iron

5043

Single oil on board of a lakeside scene

5044

Pair of portraits of roses

5072

Large Imari style charger

5045

Framed and glazed picture of a horse in stables

5073

Victorian pine swing mirror

5046

Quantity of assorted pictures to include
mountain scenes, countryside scenes etc

5074

Dark wood plant stand with shelf under

5075

Drop leaf kitchen table in oak

5047

Quantity of pictures to include village scenes,
countryside scenes and men fishing

5076

Cast metal umbrella and stick stand

5048

Framed and glazed picture of a riverside scene

5077

Embroidery topped swivel 4 legged stool
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5078

Dark wood kitchen table with 5 wicker seated
ladder back chairs

5109

Pair of copper pots and a quantity of copper and
brass items

5079

4 oak framed carved dining chairs with brown
upholstery

5110

Pine two door glazed cabinet

5111

5080

Weekly planner chalk board

4 mobile dark wood framed dining chairs with
brown upholstery

5081

Dark wood foot stool with floral upholstery and a
small coffee table

5112

Loose quantity of assorted pictures

5113

Brown leather 2 seater sofa

5082

Cream painted knee hole desk

5114

2 cased sewing machines

5083

Large quantity of oriental embroidered silks

5115

Writing slope

5084

His Masters Voice gramophone model: 101

5116

5085

Spindle back corner chair, no upholstery

Quantity of books to include Important people,
photograph albums etc

5086

Small heavy weight pine coffee table with shelf
under

5117

Dark wood single drawer table on spindle legs

5118

Quantity of modern posters

5087

+VAT Pine topped white legged coffee table

5119

5088

Quantity of modern pictures to include modern
portraits, riverside scenes etc

Beaten copper effect circular table on matching
base

5120

War time based uplighter with white shade

5089

Underwood typewriter

5121

Doorstop in the shape of a Betty Boop

5090

Nest of 3 tables with green leather inserts

5122

Pine linen corner box

5091

Oak topped 2 over 3 chest of drawers in grey

5123

Oak students bureau

5092

Quantity of stag furniture to include a sideboard,
2 bedside cabinets and a dressing table stool

5124

5093

Pair of candlesticks on slate bases

Glazed display cabinet containing a large
quantity of costume jewellery

5125

Drop leaf table

5094

Oak linen fold bureau

5126

Resin mirror depicting young lady at rest

5095

Metal deed box inscribed EMT

5127

5096

Circular 3 legged table with walnut inlay on claw
feet

1 stamp reference album plus a Life of the Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ notes
£10-20

5097

Quantity of Churchill willow patterned china

5128

Oak 2 door music cabinet

5098

3 large glass dumps

5129

Pair of bergere chairs with walnut inlay

5099

Linen fold court cupboard

5130

1930's garage turntable in dark wood case

5100

5 assorted pieces of furniture to include demilune table, corner display unit, dropleaf oak
table, oak coffee table and a glass insert coffee
table

5131

Pair of wicker topped spindle back dining chairs

5132

3 assorted carpets

5133

Metal based standard lamp with silver sparkle
shade

5101

Oak carved wooden box

5102

Napoleon hat mantle clock

5134

Pair of rush seated kitchen chairs in oak

5103

Oak linen fold cocktail cabinet

5135

Single tray of printers blocks

5104

Glazed wall hung display cabinet

5136

Oak dressing table of single drawer and a large
shield shaped mirror

5105

Victorian drop leaf table on barley twist legs

5137

Blue upholstered wingback armchair

5106

Teak drop leaf serving trolley with shelf under

5138

Floral upholstered wingback armchair

5107

Single bentwood dining chair with green
upholstery

5139

Modern folding occasional table with blue and
black floral decoration

5108

White painted corner cupboard with cupboard
under

5140

Large brass charger on folding legs
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5141

Quantity of cut glass and dressing table set

5172

2 small wall hung boxes

5142

Mahogany framed single chair with brown rexine
seat

5173

Gold coloured 2 shelf mobile serving trolley

5174

Beech framed rocking chair

5143

Quantity of loose pictures to include forest
scenes, country scenes etc

5175

Drop end 2 seater sofa

5144

Lloyd Loom style corner linen basket and a
modern bedroom chair with brown upholstery

5176

Dome topped mirror

5177

5145

Dark wood linen storage cupboard and trouser
press combination

Pair of pictures to include Italian countryside
scene and a portrait photograph

5178

Gold and floral upholstered wingback armchair

5146

Pink tub chair

5179

Disco glitter ball

5147

Pair of framed and glazed pictures of Roald Dahl
characters

5180

American rocking chair with floral upholstery

5148

3 brass topped chargers on folding barley twist
supports

5181

Upholstered topped music cabinet

5182

5149

Cased typewriter

Pair of kitchen cupboard, 1 in beige and 1 in
blue

5150

Brown and metal banded suitcase

5183

Old handmade kitchen chair

5151

Pair of oak storage shelving units

5184

Quantity of Meccano magazines

5152

Wicker basket containing jugs, glass, terrine,
drink bottles, wine cooler

5185

Oak framed single armchair with red rexine
upholstery

5153

Pair of oak nest of 3 tables

5186

Small lidded oak sewing box and 2 stools

5154

Stripped beech blanket box

5187

Drop leaf table in rubberwood

5155

Quantity of oriental resin figures

5188

Pink upholstered spindle back armchair and a
bent wood hat and coat stand

5156

4 red plastic Advanced children stacking chairs

5189

Lloyd Loom style armchair in gold

5157

Nest of 3 oak tables

5190

3 conical vases in brown

5158

Canteen of cutlery with dark wood handles

5191

Dark wood shoe rack and a folding table

5159

Lidded box with plaque inscribed R E Parker

5192

+VAT Boxed upholstered diamond stitch chair

5160

Stag hi-fi cabinet

5193

Planter in the shape of a small barrel

5161

Box of assorted books to include The Victoria
History of The Country, The Old England and
Museum of Popular Antiques etc

5194

Oak topped pie crust edge occasional table,
nest of 3 tables in oak, beech stools and a tray
topped single drawer table plus a wicker basket

5162

Oak 2 over 2 door sideboard

5195

1950's cocktail cabinet

5163

Resin figure of a Buddha

5196

5164

Dark wood pot cupboard

3 stacking children's chairs in black frame and
orange tops

5165

Dark wood 2 door glazed display cabinet

5197

Candle stick in the shape of a mouse

5166

Cast iron money box in the shape of General
Pershing

5198

Framed tile

5199

Dome topped anniversary clock

5167

Dark wood mantle clock

5200

5168

Dark wood Smith Astral wood cased clock

Smoked glass topped coffee table with shelf
under

5169

Dark wood bureau

5201

Oak serving tray

5170

Quantity of gold gilt framed decorated china to
include coffee pot, cream jug, saucers, cups and
a quantity of blue and white decorated figurines

5202

3 drawer chest of drawers in dark wood with
matching 5 drawer tall boy

5203

(10) 2 blue and white large serving trays

5171

White painted 2 over 2 chest of drawers

5204

Nut cracker in the shape of a gun dog
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5205

Pair of Tiffany style lamps

5235

Pine swivel dressing table mirror

5206

Dark wood CD storage rack

5236

Vintage radio

5207

*Withdrawn*

5237

*Withdrawn*

5208

Oak dark wood single drawer hall table on
bulbus turned legs

5238

Modern beech topped kitchen table on pink
supports with Harley Quinn chairs

5209

Grey upholstered ottoman

5239

5210

Dark wood 2 drawer glazed TV stand

Contemporary figure of a man playing football
and a small buddha

5211

Pair of 3 drawer bedside cabinets in white

5240

Gold painted triple dressing table mirror

5212

2 boxes of assorted books to include Teddy
Bear book, The Heart, Origami etc

5241

2 over 2 chest of drawers in dark wood

5242

+VAT Circular topped table in white with tulip
base

5243

Oak cased sewing machine table with sewing
machine

5244

Gavette vintage Bakelite radio

5245

Vintage magic lantern

5246

Pair of acrylic on board paintings of seaside
scenes signed Griff

5247

Stag sideboard of 3 over 3 doors

5248

Oriental style bench in pine

5249

Resin figure of an eastern deity

5250

2 collapsible ottoman in brown leather effect

5213

Pair of oak 2 drawer mobile pedestals

5214

Framed and glazed print of a fireman rescuing a
family

5215

Circular topped dining table with 4 matching pink
upholstered chairs

5216

Nest of 3 tables in teak

5217

Beige upholstered electric reclining chair

5218

Crochet worked fire screen depicting ducks

5219

Sewing machine in cabinet

5220

+VAT 4 suede effect dining chairs on black
supports

5221

6 assorted mirrors to include shield shaped,
circular and oval

5251

Single box of blue and white china ton include
teacups, bowls, saucers, plates, coffee pot

5222

Contemporary design kitchen table in jali wood
with 6 brown leather effect high backed chairs

5252

Small pine effect knee hole desk, magazine rack
and a pine hi-fi cabinet

5223

Set of chemists scales

5253

Pair of vintage travel trunks

5224

+VAT Pair of contemporary design button back
chairs on black frames

5254

5225

Oval tripod based table in yew with 6 matching
chairs

Box containing a quantity of prints to include still
life with fruit, highland scene, coastal scenes,
cityscapes plus a mirror and country cottages

5255

Floral decorated suitcase

5226

Canteen of P.Christians cutlery

5256

Rose decorated dome topped trunk

5227

Mahogany drop leaf single drawer table on
tapered legs

5257

Dark wood 2 over 3 chest of drawers

5228

Cased Pye gramophone

5258

Contemporary design white 2 shelved wall hung
shelfing unit

5229

3 walking sticks

5259

Pine 2 over 3 chest of drawers

5230

*Withdrawn*

5260

Beech framed glazed shelving unit

5231

Oak cased canteen of cutlery

5261

Beech framed glazed shelving unit

5232

3 boxes of assorted china and cut glass wine
glasses

5262

3 pictures depicting Australian scenes and
Australian cricketers

5233

Pair of carpet runners in floral and geometric
design

5263

3 pieces of modern furniture to include 2 chest
of drawers and a bedside cabinet

5234

1950's glazed display cabinet with 2 drawers
under

5264

Vintage child's rocking horse made from real
cattle fur
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5265

Small rug of red and beige finish with geometric
patterns

5296

Mahogany gentleman's wardrobe with mirrored
door and chest of drawers and cupboard
attached

5266

+VAT Nest of 3 tables in white on beech legs

5267

Teak folding work station

5297

Mahogany gentleman's wardrobe with mirrored
door and chest of drawers and cupboard
attached

5268

5 assorted chairs with assorted tops

5269

Quantity of home painted canvases

5298

Small quantity of pictures to include still lifes,
country scenes, riverside scenes

5270

2 light suede armchairs and a matching footstool

5271

Throw depicting horse rider and horses

5299

Painting of blue flowers

5272

Black leather effect swivel chair

5300

Quantity of paintings and mirrors

5273

Circular topped single tripod table with 4
matching chairs

5301

Single door oak wardrobe

5302

Large glazed corner shelving unit

5274

Rectangular mirror with mirror frame

5303

Dark wood bookcase

5275

2 door stainless steel kitchen cupboard

5304

Glazed door display cabinet

5276

Red 3 seater leather sofa

5305

Dark wood two door office storage cupboard

5277

White melamine topped table with 4 high back
leather effect chairs

5306

Vintage building block game

5307

5278

3 assorted boxes of china with flora decoration
to include sugar bowls, plates, tea cups,
saucers, bowls etc

Six pieces of Stag furniture to include three
bedside cabinets, a small dressing table, swing
mirror and a single bedside cabinet

5308

5279

Martini advertising framed mirror

Vintage knife sharpener, bed warmer, a copper
chestnut pan and a vintage pump

5280

3 vintage lanterns

5309

Single red plastic topped Eiffel Tower chair

5281

Oval topped sofa table with spindle turned
supports

5310

Folding card table

5311

5282

Rotating tripod stool with leather top on heavily
carved feet

Pair of Mary Quant style fabric upholstered
swivel chairs on chrome bases

5312

5283

2 Ikea white leather armchairs on bentwood
supports

Quantity of reproduction enamel signs to include
Motorbikes and Fuel

5313

Yew knee hole desk with green leather insert

5284

+VAT Grey carpet

5314

Yew kneehole desk with green leather insert

5285

Waterfall bookcase with single drawer under

5315

5286

Oriental based chess set with board

5287

Stag 4 drawer chest of drawers

Fire companion set and two boxes of assorted
items to include executive toys, sculpture sets,
recipe book stands, masks, whips, riding crops

5288

Vintage railway lantern

5316

Five assorted beech kitchen chairs to include
one carver

5289

Pair of beech 3 drawers bedside cabinets

5317

Grayson automatic calendar and clock

5290

Pair of Pooley scales and a pair of Waymaster
scales

5318

Dark wood two drawer over three door
sideboard

5291

Five drawer chest of drawers in the shape of a
vintage travel trunk

5319

Kneehole desk in dark wood with three leather
inserted panels

5292

Safety Way safety fuel can

5320

Stag two door wardrobe over single drawer

5293

Schweppes wooden box

5321

5294

Two door glazed display cabinet

Pair of white painted modern two door
wardrobes

5295

Oak two door by single door glazed display
sideboard

5322

Vintage radio

5323

Oak sliding door glazed display cabinet with
bureau flip down desk
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5324

Vintage Etronic radio

5353

Large quantity of assorted pictures to include
countryside scenes, river scenes, seaside
scenes

5325

Dark wood single drawer over two door
sideboard

5326

(12) Flatpack wooden figure of boat (Junk)

5354

Pine overmantel mirror

5327

(2) White metal table lamp with fish supports

5355

Frame and glazed map of Northamptonshire

5328

1950's glazed sliding door display cabinet

5356

(11) 1980s framed oil on canvas of 3 dogs,
signed Halliday

5329

Two door glazed display cabinet and a teak
coffee table

5357

Grey flat pack suede bed

5330

2 oval bevelled mirrors

5358

+VAT Large pine bed

5331

Side dark wood dining carer with floral
upholstery

5359

Large rectangular pine framed mirror and a
smaller triple mirror

5332

Single bed on divan base

5360

+VAT Grey and white carpet

5333

Silver anniversary jubilee plaque

5361

Mixed lot of items to include dome topped
mirrors, rectangular mirrors, brass trays and
paintings

5334

Oval extending dining table in mahogany on
turned supports

5335

Wooden case canteen of Mappin and Webb
cutlery

5362

Flatpack double pine bed

5369

19th century rivotted and metal banded trunk

5336

Three assorted books to include works of
Shakespeare

5370

Small dark wood coffee table with shelf under

5337

Selection of items to include snooker cues,
walking sticks and shooting stick

5371

Quantity of 1950's serving trays and hostess
trolley

5338

Small pine three drawer bedside cabinet

5372

Pair of spindle back 1960's dining chairs with
green upholstery

5339

Oak hifi cabinet with Technics hifi cassette and
CDs

5373

Quantity of Thunderbirds toys

5374

Boxed skittles game

5340

Nest of three tables with glass and leather
inserts

5375

Box of Denby china to include coffee cups,
canisters etc

5341

Five drawer chest of drawers with two matching
bedside cabinets

5376

5342

Rexene topped sewing box

Vintage shop display cabinet with walnut
shelving, brass metal banding and toughened
glass exterior

5343

Dark wood two door wardrobe

5377

Pair of glazed wall hung display cabinets

5344

Wicker picnic hamper

5378

Brown painted kneehole desk

5345

Quantity of framed football stadium photographs
to include Southampton, Liverpool etc

5379

+VAT Quantity of boxed flatpack furniture

5380

Brass effect standard lamp with shade

5346

Framed and glazed poster of Fair Parents Code

5381

5347

Large rectangular oak framed mirror

Oval topped occasional table with small shelf
under

5348

Pine framed rectangular mirror

5382

5349

Framed and glazed picture signed and entitled
"The lovers"

Jali wood sideboard of two drawers over two
doors

5383

5350

Framed and glazed picture of a countryside
scene

Six oak framed dining chairs to include two
carvers with brown rexene seats

5384

Safavieh indoor/outdoor rug 120x170cm

5351

Framed and glazed picture of a young girl
signed Syhia Molly

5385

Cotton runner 80x250cm

5386

*Withdrawn*

5352

Three assorted mirrors

5387

Wicker effect tub chair on black supports

5389

Circular topped single tripod table in mahogany
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5390

Single wicker armchair

5420

Two framed pictures of countryside scenes

5391

Pair of pine bedside cabinets

5421

Modern canvas

5392

Distressed two drawer over two door sideboard

5422

Large black framed rectangular mirror

5393

Beautility sideboard of 3 drawers by 2 doors and
glazed sliding door top

5423

Large black framed rectangular mirror

5424

Large black framed rectangular mirror

5394

+VAT Quantity of flatpack furniture (stillage not
included)

5425

Four assorted Oriental style paintings of ladies

5395

+VAT Stillage containing flatpack mattress and
flatpack furniture (stillage not included)

5426

Richard Gibbs of London grandfather clock

5427

Resin figure of a geisha

5396

French parlour suite to include two seater sofa,
two tub chairs and four matching dining chairs
with floral and green upholstery

5428

Small ceramic elephant figurine

5429

A satsuma table lamp modelled as a seated
caparisoned elephant, h. 38 cm including shade
£25-40

5430

Box of blue and white china

5397

(5) All wool carpet in pink with floral design

5398

+VAT Two grey headboards

5399

Two boxes of flatpack furniture

5431

Twin tripod extending dining table in mahogany

5400

(1) All wool Louis De Poortere carpet in floral
design

5432

Green leather effect reclining armchair

5401

Single carpet with geometric pattern

5433

Large black leather effect tub chair

5402

Five assorted small carpets

5434

Grey fabric reclining armchair

5403

(2) All wool handmade carpet with floral and
geometric design in blue and greens

5435

+VAT Black leather reclining entertainments
armchair

5404

Large red carpet with floral design

5436

Pink buttonback armchair and a gold fabric
buttonback shieldback armchair

5405

(3) All wool carpet in red with floral and
geometric pattern

5437

+VAT Large grey reclining chair

5406

(4) Handmade all wool carpet with floral and
brown pattern

5438

Grey and glass top uplighter

5439

5407

Large quantity of assorted bed parts to include
pine frames, blockwood panes and one double
electric bed

Stack of four bentwood stacking chairs on metal
frames

5440

+VAT Gold suede effect armchair of black
supports

5408

Single floral decorated carpet

5441

Teak standard lamp with beige shade

5409

Two boxes of John Lewis flatpack furniture

5442

Pair of copper chargers and one folding base

5410

Pink shag pile carpet and one other rug

5443

Cased Alfa typewriter

5411

+VAT Two boxes of flatpack furniture

5444

(7) Banjo barometer

5412

Three wall hung glazed display cabinets

5445

Candlestick holder

5413

Three boxes of assorted items to include model
cars, wall clocks, costume jewellery etc

5446

Banjo barometer

5414

Box of brassware to include handles, hooks,
candlesticks, paraffin lamps

5447

2 pictures of farm life and field scene

5448

Modern oil on canvas of a nude

5415

Wall hung mirror and shelf

5449

Circular framed mirror

5416

Walnut desk and letter rack

5450

Framed picture of a countryside scene

5417

Walnut gentleman's chest of three over three
drawers

5451

Stuffed stag's head

5452

Cuckoo clock

5418

G Plan corner cupboard

5453

Banjo barometer

5419

Large ceramic figure of a dog
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5454

Large quantity of resin figures to include
musicians, religious icons, teddy bears

5482

Quantity of copperware to include large jugs,
coal bucket, paraffin heaters etc

5455

British Transport warning sign

5483

Quantity of punch books

5456

Three Oriental resin figures

5484

5457

Cane seafishing rod

two boxes of assorted china to include
commemorative collectable plates, Oriental
bowls, Portmeirion ware

5458

Large bundle of assorted fishing rods

5485

Box of three typewriters

5459

Glazed topped bureau

5486

5460

Gentleman's single door mirrored wardrobe with
two door over five drawers to the side

Two boxes of vinyl LPs to include Chilli,
Jellybabe and others

5487

Cased Jones sewing machine

5461

Two boxes of vinyl LPs to include Pop Piano
favourites, Swallows and Amazons etc

5488

Box of teddybears

5462

Large quantity of Blu-rays

5489

Bubble pipe

5463

Pair of Oriental vases

5490

Box of lawn bowls

5464

Single box of books to include Alan Titchmarsh,
Jaguars, Daughters of the Dales, Kilvert's diary
etc

5491

Box of vintage LPs to include the Gondoleros
and Mis Master's Voice

5492

Three boxes of assorted china to include plates,
jugs, riverside pictures, dressing table sets,
wood turned treen etc

5493

Box of piano rolls

5494

Set of lawn balls in purple bag

5465

Single box of Spode china entitled New Fayence
with floral decoration

5466

Box of items to include bed warming pan, cutlery
and old coins

5467

Single box of copper wall lights in the shape of
lanterns

5495

Box of white metalware and aluminium trinket
trays and a guillotine

5468

Two boxes of OS maps and other reference
books

5496

5469

Two cased vintage sewing machines

Six boxes of assorted china to include plates,
bowls, glass bowls, jugs, reproduction vintage
telephones, egg stores, glasses, wine glasses

5470

Two boxes of assorted china to include cut glass
bowls, glasses, ash trays, wine glasses etc

5497

Box of white metalware and cutlery boxes with
cutlery

5471

Box of items to include photo albums,
commemorative plates, letter racks

5498

Box of picture frames and pictures

5499

Two boxes of magazines and sheet music

5472

Four boxes of assorted china to include trinket
bowls, plates, bowls, teacups etc

5500

Bag of My Little Ponies

5473

Two boxes of assorted toys to include tractors,
lorries etc

5501

Two boxes of cigarette boxes and a crochet
frame

5474

Boxed ceiling light with pearlescent shade

5502

Box of items to include cutlery, plates, briefcase
and storage boxes

5475

Two wooden carved elephants, one in the shape
of a gong, one in a lamp

5503

Box of cut glass wine glasses

5476

Quantity of cast metal irons

5504

Box of DVDs to include Lost, Down to Earth, CSI
etc

5477

Two clocks

5505

Three collectable wall plates

5478

Two boxes of piggy banks

5506

5479

Quantity of items to include white metal trays,
candlesticks, copper pots, boxed bottle openers
and two dark wood wall hung mirrored units

Box of ceramic figures to include dogs and
leprechauns

5507

Box of china to include teacups, coffee cups

5508

Lamp in the form of a ginger jar

5509

Globe

5510

Box of costume jewellery

5480

Three large urns (as found)

5481

Box of playing cards and board games
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5511

Set of kitchen scales and weights (no bar or
bowl)

5538

Box of three maps to include Herefordshire,
Kent and Langleys- Lancashire

Part tabletop of white metalware, bud vases,
anniversary clocks and collectable stamp books
and tokens

5512

5539

Box of Denby with floral decoration

5513

Box of Haynes car manuals

5540

Singer cased sewing machine

5514

Box containing a quantity of decanters and wine
glasses

5541

Two boxes of assorted items to include
telephones, table lamps, glass bowls, figurines

5515

Box containing Classical Tractor magazines,
animal reference books etc

5542

Single box of beer glasses, molded glass tray
and jugs and wine glasses

5516

Two boxes of collectable grouse models

5543

Single box of bed warmers

5517

Box of items to include mugs, ceramic stands,
jugs, wall number plaques

5544

Large single drum

5518

Folding trolley and a picnic basket

5545

Two boxes of children's games and jigsaw
puzzles

5519

Small quantity of military aircraft pictures to
include Hurricanes, Spitfires etc

5546

Set of kitchen scales and weights

5520

Three boxes of items to include teapots, glass
jugs, framed pictures

5547

Box of collectable glass bottles

5548

5521

Single box of typewriters and an onyx lamp

Five boxes of household items to include bowls,
umbrellas, decorative figurines, door handles,
handbags and scarves

5522

Box containing steam and British Rail DVDs and
videos

5549

5523

Box containing chess sets, marjong and
collectable figurines and jugs

Six boxes of household items to include fondue
forks, glass jugs, plastic jugs, white plates,
saucers, bowls, blue and white plates, coffee
cups etc

5524

Three boxes of assorted items to include
Anglepoise lamps, cups, water jugs, wine
glasses, cutlery and condiment sets

5550

Box of items to include collectable teapots in the
form of butlers, teddybears etc

5551

Two boxes of horse figurines

5525

Box of Denby

5552

Box of floral decorated plates

5526

Three white and glass ceiling light shades

5553

Cased Texet traveling typewriter

5527

+VAT Metal frameworked wall clock

5554

Family bible

5528

Box containing wine glasses and decanter
stoppers

5555

5529

Box containing metalware, vases, lidded pots,
wooden masks

Box of assorted items to include ceramic head
dolls, radios, vases, world greatest paintings
book and a condiment set

5556

Reproduction bow and arrow

5530

Glass panelled table lamp

5557

Child's tea set with nursery rhyme decoration

5531

Wall clock and a Napoleon's hat clock

5558

Box of glass bottles

5532

Box containing horse brasses

5559

Boxed underfloor heating mat

5533

Four boxes of china to include wine glasses, cut
glass bowls, blue and white serving trays and
blue and white plates

5560

+VAT Barlock vintage typewriter

5561

5534

Box of decanters

Box of resin figurines to include elephant,
buffalo, fisherman, horse riders and golfers

5535

Ceiling hung electrolier with hunting scene

5562

Box of eight tracks and vinyl LPs

5536

Box of white Limoges china to include plates,
bowls

5563

+VAT Double Dormeo mattress

5564

+VAT Double Dormeo mattress

Child's tea set with Disney decoration

5565

Four assorted framed and glazed paintings of
coastal and river scenes

5566

46" foam mattress

5537
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5567

Back care mattress in grey stripe

5597

4 boxes of assorted items incl. Greek style
vases, enamelled pots, large West German
studio vase pots, figurines, earthenware jugs,
trays, etc.

5568

+VAT Dormeo double mattress

5569

+VAT Double mattress

5570

+VAT Double mattress

5598

3 boxes of assorted items incl. storage jugs,
collectible plates, carved wooden teddy bears,
walking sticks, etc.

5571

+VAT King mattress

5572

+VAT King mattress

5599

Single box of cut glass, bowls, vases and jugs

5573

+VAT King size mattress

5600

5574

Box of items to include teapots, decorative blue
and white Dutch figurines and china

Box of metal ware incl. coal buckets,
candlesticks, kettles, etc.

5601

2 boxes of vintage tins

5575

Two boxes of collectable plates, photo albums,
coffee cups etc

5602

Quantity of items incl. brown beer bottles, metal
storage box of small jugs and wine set

5576

Box of wooden jigsaw puzzles

5603

Box of costume jewellery

5577

Box of small books by Tennyson and New
Testament bibles

5604

Quantity of dart boards, snooker cues and dart
board mat

5578

Five boxes of LPs to include Alison Moyet,
Locomotion, Big Band Gold etc

5605

Box containing lamp, treen, etc.

5579

Large box of Millers and other reference books

5606

2 boxes of assorted items incl. clocks, jugs, fish
plaques, etc.

5580

3 boxes of household items incl. plates, candle
sticks, teapots, blue and white jugs and tankards

5607

4 boxes of various items incl. childrens toys,
DVDs, ceiling lights, etc.

5581

Quantity of Portland Galatta china and quantity
of Broadhurst plates

5608

5582

Single box of vintage cuddly toys incl. monkeys,
dogs and teddy bears

3 boxes of assorted items incl. teapots, blue and
white cheese dishes, swan figurine, wine
glasses, pewter teapot, etc.

5609

5583

2 boxes of assorted china, costume jewellery,
glasses, etc.

Box of Royal Stafford china with floral
decoration

5610

5584

2 military boxes

5585

Box of books by Dickens

2 boxes of assorted china incl. pie dishes,
saucers, cutlery, mason ware and collectible
plates

5586

Two boxes of singles and LPs

5611

2 sets of kitchen scales by Salter and Siddons

5587

2 boxes of storage boxes

5612

3 boxes of assorted ceramics and glassware

5588

2 boxes of household china, figurines and lamps

5613

Cage containing small framed pictures,
paperweight, etc.

5589

2 boxes of pictures and picture frames

5614

5590

Single box of cut glass bowls and jugs

Cage containing trench ware, paraffin lamps,
scale weights and spears

5591

Box of childrens toys incl. Tonka, etc.

5615

5592

2 boxes of assorted cutlery, earthenware jugs,
bed warmers, wash bowl and jug set

Cage containing china with floral decoration incl.
gravy boat, saucers, plate, trinket storage
baskets, etc.

5616

5593

Single box of household items incl. jugs,
illuminated lights and nativity set

Cage containing money boxes, globes, piggy
banks, etc.

5617

Cage containing costume jewellery (mainly clip
on earrings)

5618

Cage containing white metal ware incl.
candlesticks, fish knives, etc.

5619

3 boxes of assorted items incl. ginger jars,
bowls, tea bowls, etc.

5620

Single box of mainly Oriental china incl. plates,
fish bowls, etc.

5594

2 boxes of books

5595

Box of assorted umbrellas

5596

Set of Oertling scales
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5621

Single box of picture frames and pictures
(mainly portraits)

5648

Cage of Belleek china incl. teapots, figurines,
tea cups, tea saucers, etc.

5622

Cage containing NVX coffee cups, saucers and
collectible military figurines

5649

Cage containing badges

5650

9 boxes of assorted books

5623

Cage of cutlery

5651

7 assorted table lamps

5624

Cage containing glass candlesticks, collectible
dolls and figurines

5652

5626

Cage containing Easton decorated white metal
ware incl. jugs, trinket boxes, small water jugs,
etc.

Cage containing seashells, costume jewellery,
masons ware, china, jigsaw puzzles, etc.

5653

Cage containing commemorative collectible
tractor magazines and figures

5627

Cage of Old Country Rose china

5654

Cage containing Bohemian ware china with gold
decorative finish

5628

Quantity of fishing rods and poles

5655

5629

4 boxes of collectible dolls

Plastic crate containing blue and white china
and glassware

5630

Cage of metal ware incl. trophies, vases, cutlery,
etc.

5656

Cage containing badges, stamps, bottle
openers, commemorative mugs, etc.

5631

Cage containing model trains and set of scales

5657

5632

Cage containing chess pieces, chess boards,
Big Ben figurine and collectible glass figurines

Cage containing commemorative badges, soap
stone figures, Oriental bowls, glass ships, Robin
Hood figurines, fisherman figurines, jewellery,
etc.

5633

6 boxes of assorted items incl. books, puzzles
and games

5658

Cage containing costume jewellery, watches
and jewellery boxes

5634

Cage containing blue and white china incl.
teapots, onion vases, etc.

5659

1 Lloyd Loom style chair, 1 hall chair and
commode

5635

Cage containing Lladro figures incl. swans,
ladies with dogs and rabbits

5660

Cage containing Oriental egg shell china incl.
teacups, teapot, plate, etc.

5636

Cage containing Winnie-the-Pooh collectible
plates

5661

Cage containing Royal Doulton, Russian
figurines, Lladro, cake stand, etc.

5637

Cage containing white metal ware incl. jugs, cut
glass port decanter, bowls, etc.

5662

2 cages of Johnson Brothers floral decorated
china incl. plates, teacups, bowls, etc.

5638

Cage containing Minton china incl. teacups,
saucers, plates and serving bowls

5663

5 boxes of assorted books

5639

Cage containing fans and compacts

5665

Cage containing assorted items incl. Hornsea
figurines, ice buckets, jugs, picture frames, etc.

5640

2 boxes of assorted pictures and picture frames

5666

5641

Cage containing collectible matchbox models of
yester year

Cage of white metal ware incl. coffee pots,
teapots, cream jugs and sugar bowls

5667

5642

Cage containing green glass dressing table set,
resin figurines, cased floral brooch, etc.

Cage of assorted china incl. boot shape
planters, angel figurines, cut glass bowls, etc.

5668

Cage containing china incl. Oriental vases,
onion vases, blue and white china, candlesticks,
etc.

5643

Cage of collectible figurines

5644

Cage containing mixed costume jewellery and
jewellery boxes

5669

5645

Cage containing china incl. floral decorated
saucers, teacups, coffee cups, figurines, wine
glasses, etc.

Cage containing large quantity of watches,
photos, candlesticks, etc.

5670

5 boxes of DVDs

5671

5646

Cage containing Royal Doulton china incl.
teacups, tureens, gravy boats, etc.

Cage containing models of Yester Year and
Days Gone By models

5672

Cage of costume jewellery

5673

2 cages of blue Denby ware

5647

Cage containing assorted china incl. Oriental
serving platters, blue and white plates and
bowls, etc.
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5675

4 matching beech chairs and 2 wicker seated
chairs

5676

Cage containing green floral decorated china
and blue and white china incl. teapots, coffee
pots, teacups, etc.

5677

Cage containing collectible drinks glasses and
lidded decorated barrel vase

5678

4 boxes of assorted books

5679

Cage containing Mary Gregory style glassware,
teapot, various mugs, candlesticks, bon bon
dishes and milk jugs

5680

Cage containing assorted coffee canisters,
commemorative mugs, vases, Royal Doulton
fine crystal, etc.

5681

Cage containing ceramics and glass ware incl.
vases, bowls, onyx vases, etc.

5682

Cage containing Waterford crystal

5683

Cage of scent bottles

5684

Cage containing Oriental figures, Doulton
balloon seller, vases, etc.

5685

3 boxes of assorted china incl. plates, glass
trinket bowls, desert glasses, etc.

5686

Cage of commemorative ware mugs,
candlesticks, blue and white figurines, etc.

5687

Cage containing die cast cars incl. lorries, racing
cars, dragsters, etc.

5689

Cage containing figurines incl. teddy bears,
dolls, etc.

5690

cased sets of coffee spoons, carving set and
knife and fork set

5691

Cage containing mainly blue and floral
decorated china incl. teacups, saucers and
bowls

5692

+VAT 2 boxed petrol blue velvet upholstered
chairs with diamond stitching

5693

Cage containing duck figurine, Oriental
gentleman figurine, swans and snow covered
cottage

5694

Cage of cutlery

5695

Cage containing assorted china incl. blue and
white teacups, saucers, Doulton ware, etc.

5696

4 x boxes containing china and household
goods

5697

Quantity of fishing gear incl. carp landing nets,
mats, fishing rods, etc.

5698

+VAT Boxed entertainment unit, a/f

5699

Large quantity of mirrors
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5700

Framed and glazed picture of Chelsea football
club and Simpsons jigsaw puzzle
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